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COLORADO DEMOCRATS MEET
Denver, Feb. 5. Democrats from all

PEACEFUL TONGS

parts of the state are attending the
meeting here today of the democratic
wuue central committee, called for
A
In purpose of deciding upon a place
for the democratic state convention.
Both Pueblo and Colorado Springs
were in the field early, each to claim
the state convention, and since the
arrival of the advance guard of representatives from both places reached THOSE NOT ENGAGED IN THE
the city, all Indications pointed to a WAR ADVISE OTHERS TO STOP

DEMAND

i

TRUCE

FOLLOWED
BEHIND
THE MEN
AND CARRIED AWAY GOODS

THE ARMFULL.

lively

contest

FOR NEW YEAR.

CITY

SUFFRAGE

SUGAR REGULATES

PRICES

AND

adoption of increased insurance rates
of the Modern Woodmen of America,
to leaders of the organization in all
parts of the United States. The circular asks all councils to send delegates to a mass meeting on February
22, when ilans will be made for fight- SECRETARY
KNOX
DISCOVERS
Mobile bill adopted by
ing a
THE SWEET DOPE IS TAXES
the organization at the convention in
IN EVERY COUNTRY.
Chicago recently.

TRADE

d

factional disruption appeared im
minent today when it was proposed
WANT MORE RACE8.
GETS VALUABLE INFORMATION
THE CITY
IS QUIET TODAY that the date for the state conven- THEY DELIVER AN ULTIMATUM
Ky., Feb. 5. The Ken
Lexington,
tion be set earlier than lias heretofore
tucky horse breeders and owners to
been the custom. Those who opposed
MANY TOURISTS ARE VIEWING such action, held that it had nevtr UNLESS FIGHTING STOPS WITH
day prepared to petition to the racing CONSULS IN VARIOUS NATIONS
associations at Juarez and CharlesREPLY TO REQUESTS FOR
IN 24 HOURS THEY WILL ENTHE SCENES OF RUIN AND
been the custom to hold the state con
ton asking them to add one more race
vention before, the sprint? elections.
STATISTICS.
GAGE IN BATTLE.
FEW SOLDIERS ARE SEEN.
each day for two days. The petition
will set forth that the high price of
WHIPPLE TO RETIRE
feed
and the hard winter in Kentucky IS
THE U.
DISTURBANCE
6.
CAUSE
Feb.
S. TO SEND TROOPS
Washington,
Brigadier MAY
SOURCEJF REVENUES
calls for heavy expense to the protleneral Charles H. Whipple, paymasducers and that unless more money MANY
ter general of the army, today applied
GOVERNMENTS MAKE THE
IT IS NOT BELIEVED THAT
A
GENERAL TONG FEUD WOULD EN- is in sight, breeders will stop producto be placed on the retired list under
PRODUCT
HELP PAY THg EX
LARGE FORCE ON BORDER
GAGE THE ACTIVITIES OF
ing youngsters.
the 30 year service law.
General
OF OFFICERS.
PENSES
WILL BE NECESSARY.
EVERY CHINAMAN.
Whipple was the son of Bishop Whipple, who was known as "the apostle
Washington, ;Feb. ,5. Sugar, uniEl Paso, Texas, Feb. 5. Women of the Indians" in the northwest. ColSan Francisco, Feb. 5. Seven of
IN
TODAY
CONGRESS.
consumed and universally
R.
versally
onel
officer
senior
George
Smith,
and children did much of the looting
the leading Chinese tongs of San
taxed, is subject to give the control
in Juarez, according to the authorities, of the pay corps, may succeed him as Francisco issued an ultimatum to the
and regulation as to price in almost
who are now making arrests for the paymaster general.
five warring tongs today that unless
every country to varying trade meththe
'
after
of
until
was
declared
stores and homes in the
a truce
In
robbing
Washington, Feb. 5. Senate:
ods
as well, reported Secretary of
border town. It is claimed that after
Chinese new year, February 12, the session at 2 p. m.
Knox in a letter which Presl-def- t
State
PACKERS
CURTAILED
would
seven peaceful tongs
the drunken soldiers had broken open
join
Lorimer committee held executive
Taft
today forwarded to conthe doors of stores, women and chilhands with those members of the session to consider Stenographer
The
gress.
letter, important at this
ac
dren followed and carried off goods
fighting tongs who were ready to
contempt case.
time in connection with the sugar
di
to
VISIBLE
SUPPLY
he
is
the
said
armfull.
ultimatum
of
cede.
Hundreds
The
by
Lorimer committee dismissed Mil
sight
tariff revision bill which the house
seers are on the streets ot Juarez to
rected at the Hop Sings and the ton Bluenberg, its official stenograand means commtitee begins
ways
and
the
decade
is
war
town is quiet.
oi k
fiercest tong
day,
pher.
this week, was brought out
framing
Reports received here over railroad SENT SMALL SHIPMENTS TO CER- threatened, unless a truce is arranged.
Met at noon.
House:
house
the
by
"sugar trust" investi24
A reply has been demanded within
TAIN CITIES TO GET MONOPtelegraphs say that Casas Urandes
President Taft transmitted a letcommittee's request for forgating
and Pearson, Chihuahua, are in the
hours.
AND
OLY
RAISE PRICE.
ter of Secretary Knox giving sugar
eign data. It summarizes consular
hands of rebel bands declaring them
Price Set on Heads.
prices abroad for use of sugar trust reports which Secretary Knox called
5.
selves for Emilio Vasquez Gomez. At
Chinamen
5
San
Feb.
Government CounJose, Cal.,
Chicago, Feb.
investigating committee.
for from every part of the world,
Pearson they disarmea the police sel James M. Sheean today introduced supposed to be of the Hip Sing tong
Bill passed requiring government's
sugar to b n source of cus
showing
town.
took
and
the
Sunday
Fighting telegrams received by the National made an attack in rone late last estimate of cotton acreage be taken
toms
International revenue by
and
also is reported at San Andreas. Mex- Packing company at Chicago giving night from the tops of adjoining
July 1 Instead of June 1.
means of Important duties and by
ican Consul Llorente here says Oroz-c- o the margins for the New England ter buildings on the house and store of
Fisher oefore public
Secretary
is to become tho governor of the ritory, when the trial of the Chicago May Wah, head of the Hop Sings. May lands committee advocated certain taxes on consumption in the form of
national excise duties and local or
state of Chihuahua Tuesday.
packers charged with criminal viola Wah was not in the place, but his new and modification of old land laws.
municipal charges. Retail prices d
tion of the Sherman law was resumed. wife was. Half a dozen shots were
sugar, varying even In different loLines
fired
no
one
was
Telegraph
but
Opened.
hurt. Lee Wei,
Isadore A. Snyder, assistant manager
calities In the same country, Bouerallj
5
TeleMexico City, Mexico, Feb.
for the National Packing company at a Hip Sing man, was arrested today SUICIDE ENDS
the
showed an Increase throughout
on his person a
graphic communication was restored Boston, took the stand. A telegram and the pollca-iounworld between July and November
on
men
with
of
prices
Hip Sing
was read in which Snyder asked ad list
today between this city and
last, attributed to the shrinkage in
A
A
dispatch says the first train vice about carrying over stock at cer- their heads. Therw were 30 names
the Cuban cane crop and prospective
from the capita arrived at Cuerna-vac- tain points because the price offered on the list, according to the interpreshortage of the beet crop of Europe.
ters.
yesterday. Although hundreds was unsatisfactory.
The increase ranged from two to
MRS. SUYDAM AND PLUMBER FOR three cents a
of Zapatistas are' visible on the hills
To show that the packers frequentpound, averaging about
HER
FORSOOK
WHOM SHE
surrounding Cuernavaca, the town is ly curtailed shipments to certain
LA FOLLETTE IS BETTER.
two cents on ordinary white sugar.
HUSBAND, DIE BY GAS
regarded as safe because ot its strong points to increase prices and give
Feb. (T. (Senator La
The great range of price quotations
Washington),
giarrison.
stability to the market, several tele- Follette was reported better today.
is shown by the 14 cents a pound
New York, Feb. 15. The suicide
grams which Witness Snyder sent to He will take a rest of several weeks
charged in Italy and Spain and five
To Protect Americans.
the National Packing company at Chi but has not indicated whether he will pact which caused Mrs. Louise Law- cents in Glasgow, Scotland.
Washington, Feb. 5. Although com- cago were read to the jury, in the make a sea trip, although that is un- rence Suydam and Frederick, Noble
Russia exercises absolute control
manders at El Paso and other army message he complained that certain der consideration. He visited Provi- to end their lives yesterday by gas of the
prices. Trade guilds in Japan
posts on the Mexican border have re- consignees threatened to buy from dence hospital today to see his daugh- asphyxiation is believed to have been and Brazil individually assert the
ceived orders to be ready for a pos- other firms unless shipments were inentered into within a lew days of their right to manipulate
ter, who is also improving.
prices. The Arsible mobilization, unless the situa- creased.
marriage a month ago. The couple gentine Republic fixes prices by law.
tion becomes serious and
were found dead in their apartment In Canada, Montreal refineries control
HOOK TO GET JUDGESHIP.
HISTORIC HOUSE BURNED
Americans In Mexico are endanon West Twelfth street, lying in front the situation. In Sweden retail deal3.
President
Washington, Feb.
SykesviVe, Maryland, Feb. 6. The
gered, probably only one regiment of
of a gas range and all jets turned on. ers combine to keep the prices just
is expected to send to the senTaft
home
bata
and
of
at
mansion
a
historic
Springfield,
troop
infantry,
Death closed a romance which began low enough to make imports unprofitcavalry
talion of field artillery will be sent of Betsy Patterson, who married Je- ate on Wednesday the nomination of five months ago, when young Mrs. able.
to join the troops already in the de- rome Bonaparte, and was later di- Judge William C. Hook of Kansas, Suydam fled from her millionaire husThe United Kingdom, the Nethervorced by the latter at the command for the place on the supreme bench band's home at Blue Point, L. i with
partment of Texas.
of
Justice
death
vacant
the
made
Belgium, Switzerland, Greece,
lands,
by
indiA battalion of the Eighteenth
of his brother, the Emperor Napoleon,
young Noble. Suydam obtained a
and Peru treat sugar solely as a
been opposition
There
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Harlan.
The
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to
then
burned
Ariz.,
the
Barracks,
today.
the
Whipple
ground
vorce
couple
and
fantry
eloping
source of revenue. Sweden, Roumanla,
would be one of the first to go should house was a show place for lovers of to Judge Hook.
married.
Mexico, Brazil, Chile and the
a
window
it
make
evident
that
and
the
Mrs.
developments
Maryland history,
Suydam say Japan,
Close friends of
South Africa subject sugar
of
Union
LOST.
OYSTERMEN
NO
stronger military force Is needed from which the dashing Miss Betsy
they were not really happy together to
duties to protect and
import
high
Feb. ,)5. Commander and that in fact
Annapolys,
Other commands which probably leaped to her horse to meet her bridenever
really
they
industries with secdomestic
develop
would be called are:
at Baltimore was always Howard of the Oyster navy, through loved each other. Noble, too, showed
groom
indirect sources learned today that that he had grown discouraged. Mrs. ondary regard to the revenues. Rus
The Eighth infantry at the Presidio pointed out to visitors.
all of the oyster mn caught In the Noble felt, her friends say, that she sia, Italy, Spain, Canada and Denmark
of Monterey, California, and possibly
a means of fostering native
inice
of
Fourth
Third
the
battalion
the
jam off Tilghman s island yester- had never really loved any one except treat it as
and of providing for nafantry at Fort Logan H. Root, Ark. It "STARVATION DOCTOR" day reached shore and that no lives her husband, Walter Lispenard Suy- production
revenues.
tional
of
the
several
were
25
not
lost, although
Americans
believed here the
is
dam, and that once Noble heard her
Austria Hungary, Grance and Gerat Cuernavaca are in danger.
punsies are believed to have sunk.
saying in the presence of callers:
GUILTY
FOUND
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John Hays Hammond, the mining
many,
I
signatory to the Brussels conFred
and
may
and
you
friend,
"My
which abolished bounties on
ference
in
been
who
has
TAFT
like
FOR
the
engineer,
traveling
FLORIDA
laugh sometimes at old things
may be said to form a
5.
the insurrecto zone of Mexico,
production,
'thou
Feb.
Republiwhen
law
and
Fla.,
say
Jasksonville,
they
religion,
TO
MRS. HA2ZARD IS UNABLE
in their treatthemselves
class
last nigh to Mrs. Hammond
state
by
cans of Florida will have their
shalt not.' We may think that perFURNISH APPEAL BOND AND
to Import
relation
in
ment
of
from HermosiHo, Mexico, that he exsugar
tomorrow
Palatka
old
and,
for
was
at
written
convention
fogies.
haps that
WILL GO TO JAIL
GertoAustria
Thus
duties.
in
to
arrive
Hungary,
Tucson, Ariz.,
pected
according to leaders in Jacksonville, But, my friend, there comes to all of
in
aold
and
France
abeyance
many
adminisday.
Taft's
that
President
will
some
endorse
the
us,
knowledge
times,
Seattle, Wash., Feb. 5 Mrs. Linda
their regular tariff rates insofar as
Burfleld Hazzftrd, the "starvation doc tration not only with resolutions but the law and religion are right. What
Whole Garrison Rebels.
to
they exceed the 63 cents a hundred
oannot
the
we
do
we
Taft
not
shall
delegation
they say
tor," who was convicted of man- with a solid
Mexico City, Feb. 6. A special dis1 have learned
pounds avoirdupois which the confernat
convention.
do
without
nil
suffering.
slaughter for having starved to death
Ciudad
Herald
from
the
by
patch
that Also, the wages of sin is death. ence permits as the maximum import
MjisB Claire Williamson, a wealthy-EnglisChamargo, 80 miles south of ChihuaIt's worse than death it's hell on duty allowed above their excise du
THE "."DONALD 'RECEPTION,
woman, was unable to furnish
ties. Some of these also remit the exof
Bmall
a
the
that
hua, says
portion
the $10,000 bail required pending her One of the things the committee in earth."
cise taxes on sugar when imported
garrison stationed there rebelled yesthe
young
that
The
Governor
police say today
appeal to the supreme court today charge of the reception for
and
France and Portugal give suga?
Gonzales
has
Governor
gone and remained in the
a previous
terday.
custody of a and Mrs. William C. McDonald wishes couple undoubtedly made
their colonies preferential treat
from
to confer with them.
suicide
at
unsuccessful
attempt
matron, appointed by the sheriff of to be made entirely plain is that the but
ment.
be pres-- ; last week by taking poison. A physi-siaKitsap county. The sheriff says that public is cordially Invited to
TO VOTE ON TREATIES.
told the officers that he bad been
if the bond is not filed today he will ent." Every man, woman and child in
REPORTER IS DISMISSED
Washington, Feb. 5. The senate
surround-jinin and found that Noble had takcalled
the
and
Las
Vegas
bring Mrs. Hazzard to the King coun- Greater
Feb. 5 The Lorimer
today agreed to vote on the pending
en some drug and that Mrs. Noble
Washington.
will
welcome
be
guests.
country
has
in
Seattle.
Kitsap county
jail,
arbitration treaties with Great Brit ty
senatorial
iinvfeaWgation
ill
herself.
today sum
looked
and
of
the
commodious
pale
With the
parlors
no jail.
ain and France on the legislative day
Mrs. Noble is believed to- - have marily dismissed Milton Blumenberg,
Commercial club joined with the Dun-jcaof
of March 5. This time will Include
IMPERIALISTS DEFEATED.
opera house ball room there will sought, even after her marriage with its official stenographer, because
action on all amendments to the
Peking, Feb. 5. An invading force be room for an Immense crowd. Two Noble, a reconciliation with her for- his conduct at the hearing on Saturresolution of ratification. The agree- of revolutionaries, which landed today orchestras will furnrsh music and mer husband, Walter Suydam, and to day night Pending the disposition
ment was made after a brief discuss at the mouth of the Yalu river in Mandancing will be ejoyed in the opera have told him of the fearful mistake of the contempt charges against him,
,
ion.
churia, defeated an army of imperial- house after the reception proper is she made in running away with tht Blumenberg wiljl be held as a comist troops which haiw rome from Muk- at an end. The committees will be young plumber. Mrs. Noble will be mittee witness. He also is an official
den. Eighty imperialists and 20 revo- able to announce the complete pro- buried in Philadelphia in the family reporter of the proceedings of the
BUTTER DROPS FOUR CENTS.
firm
lutionaries were killed. The Chinese gram in a short time. The reViption plot of an aunt. Noble's body will be senate, but it is said, will not be em5
111.,
at
Butter
Feb.
Elgin,
32 cents, a drop of four cents from newspapers here are preparing the will occur Friday evening pf this shipped today to Patchogue, L. I., for ployed there until the charges are
cleared up.
burial.
week.
iast week. Output 620,000 pounds.
people for a republic.
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COLUMBIANS

GEORGEANDMARY

Washington, Feb. 5. Universal suffrage for citizens of the District of
Columbia was proposed in a bill in
troduced today by Representative
Berger of Wisconsin. The bill would
change the system of government in
the district providing for self government with a mayor at its head, and
would abolish the organic act which
compels congress to pay half of the
expenses for the district.
STREETS OF LONDON RESOUND
WITH CHEERS FOR THE HOME-

WELCOMED BACK
HOME

MURDER AND ARSON

COMING SOVEREIGNS

Oklahoma City, Okla., Feb. 5. Indications that Harvey Hurst, hiB wife,
and Elsie Adams, 16 years old, were WERE ABSENT THREE MONTHS
murdered before their home, at Delaware, was burned, were found in ruins
VISIT TO INDIA ENGof the residence today. Each of the DURING
LAND'S RULERS WERE CROWN.
victims had evidently suffered fright
ful wounds about the head before they
ED AT DURBAR
were cremated.
SCHMIT2 TO BE TRIED
San Francisco, Feb. 5. Twelve jurors subject to peremptory challenge
occupied the box In Judge William P.
Lawler's court today In the trial of
former Mayor Eugene E. Schmitz of
San Francisco, accused of bribery.
Sohmitz is specifically charged with
having bribed Supervisor A. P. Wilson. His is one of tho
graft
cases brought into court soon after
the disaster of 1906.

TARIFF ARGUMENT
CAUSED MURDER
CHARLES SWENTON
PAYS PEN
ALTY FOR KILLING MAN W-DISAGREED Wl f H HIM.

Ossining, N. Y., Feb. 5. Wi'ie the
condemned inmates In the t'e&th
house in Sing Sing prsou softly sting
"Safe in the Arms of jwus" Charles
Swenton, a negro, was exeautel in the
electric chair this morning for "he
murder of Isaac Lee. It was vUe first
time in the historj of tae prUon that
the condemned ."ue ever sun? a
death dirf,e while atrtter has laid
the life penalty. Saento.i shot ai,c
killed Isaac Lee on the night of No
vember 3, 1910 at tne latter's home
on West Sixty-nintstreet, New York
h

City.

Both yere negroes. The killing was
the indirect result of - quarrel over
the tariff. Lee said he could not
understand how the trusts could
have got hold of codPsh because there
are so many in the sea.'' This remark
angered Swenton who told Lee to
"cut it out." The next night Swenton
went to Lee's apartment and shot
him.
RUSSIAN PAINTINGS

SOLD.

San Francisco, Feb. 5. A collection
of Russian paintings valued at $124,- 000 was placed on sale at auction at
the custom house here today. The
pictures numbering 644, were brought
to America for the St. Louis exposition. After the exposition, federal
officials ordered that they be deported or a duty of $25,000 be paid. They
were sent to Canada and when Colonel
Henry L Kowalski brought them to
San Francisco a year ago they again
fell Into the clutches of the customs
officials.

CONNERS JURY FAILED
TO REACH AGREEMENT

d

g

Win

5, 1912.

WOODMEN FIGHT RAISE
Minneapolis, Minn., Feb. B. Thousands of circulars have been issued
by the Modern Woodmen assembly,
organized here January 31, to fight the
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THE SUSPECTED DYNAMITER
BE TRIED AGAIN LATER
THIS YEAR- -

TO

Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 5. Bert H.
Conners, the union iron worker whose
trial on the charge of having attempted to blow up the county Hall of Records, ended in a disagreement of the
jury after 30 hours' deliberation Saturday, will be trieir again, according
to an announcement of the prosecu
tion today.
date set for the
February 13 is
trials of A. B. Maple and Ira Bender,
who were indicted Jointly with Conners for the alleged conspiracy to destroy the county building. They will
ask for separate trials.
Pleas of Not Guilty.
Their demurrers and preliminary
motions overruled, Olaf Tveltmoe,
Anton Johannsen, E. A. Clancy and J.
E. Munsey, the labor leaders indicted
on charges of conspiracy to transport
dynamite, entered pleas of not guilty
today before Judge Olln Wellborn, of
the United States district court

KING SALUTES AMERICAN FLAG
PASSING UNITED STATES EMBASSY HE STANDS AND REMOVES
HIS HAT
London, Feb. 5. King George and
Queen Mary returned to England today
from the most memorable journey ever
undertaken by a king and queen of
Great Britain and Ireland. After an
absence of three months during which
they had been crowned emperor and
empress of India and had received the
homage ot many of their princely vassals in the vast eastern empire, they
were given a hearty welcome back
to London.
Their present stay in the British
Isles will be onily a short one, as they
are due to pay a round of state visits
to- European courts this spring and
summer. After breakfasting on board
the Medina with Queen Mother Alexandra, the Prince of Wales and the
other royal children, their majesties
landed and were saluted by the guns
of the forts around Portsmouth. On
the quay were drawn up guards of
honor of blue jackets and soldiers.
Who presented arms, while a military
band struck up the strains of the national anthem.
The king inspected the guard of
honor and then boarded a special in
which he, with the queen and the
royal children, traveled to London
through country covered with snow.
All the stations along the route were
decked with flags.
A large assemblage of notables was
waiting at Victoria Btation when the
train pulled in soon after midday.
Premier Asquith with other members
of the cabinet were the first to greet
the king and the queen. Then came
a group of members of the diplomatic
corps and prominent officers of the
navy and army in brilliant uniforms.
The lord mar atnd the sheriffs of
London and the lords mayor of tho
principal cities of the British Isles all
wearing their regalia, also were present to welcome their majesties.
When the greetings were over, a
procession of five royal carriages was
formed. The king and qufeen, with
the Prince of Wales and Princess
Mary occupied the first carriage,
which was drawn by four horses. With
its escort of life guards in their brilliant uniforms, with shining breast
plates and helmets and floating plumes
the procession proceeded to Buckingham palace, passing through Victoria
srteet to Parliament Square and then
along White Hall and the Mall through
streets thronged with cheering enthusiasts. Religious services of thanksgiving for the safe return of the king
and the queen from the first visit ever
paid by reigning sovereigns of Great
Britain and Ireland to their Indian
possessions will be held this afternoon
in Westminster
and the
Abbey
churches throughout the British Isles.
An interesting incident happened in
Victoria street as the king's carriage
passed the American embassy. King
George stood up in the carriage, turned toward the embassy and saluted
the stars and stripes flying over the
entrance. His majesty's action drew
an additional cheer from the crowd
gathered in the vicinity.
-

PASSENGERS SUFFER HARDSHIPS
Ithaca, N. Y., Feb. 6. Stuck in a
snow bank eight to ten feet deep,
caused by the blizzard of yesterday,
30 persona spent last night on a train
of the New York. Auburn and Lansing
road between tiii city and Auburn.
A relief train was seat out and fared
the same fate. Farmen eervtd coffee
and lunches to the passengers and
many went to the houses of farmers
for the night. Another relief train
dug them out this morning

L

MINING

will be developed from time to time
as the business warrants.
This company is managed by some
of Topeka's most successful business
men who are deeply Interested in its
success and give !the management
their most careful consideration.
Their office is 504 New England build
ing, where they will be pleased to
show samples of ore as it comes from
the mines and such other information
CLAIM as may be desired.
INDIANAPOLIS

COMPANY

HAYES

IS BRANCHING

J.

Aft

VTQAt

DAM

IS AFTER
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,1flTtr MMurv
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WELCOMES KING AND QUEEN
London, Feb. 5. Today's naval
e&nt at Portsmouth in honor of
return of King George and Queef
Mary from India was almost a reproduction of that attending their de-

NEW
EVENING GOWNS

The town and harbor were
Immense crowds assembled along the sea front, and rounds
of cheers mingled with the national
anthem and salutes from .the harbor
These are
We have just received a line of the newest style models in Evening dresses.
CORPORATION
HAVING A
BOY DECLARES HE
ships and land batteries as the royal
of unusual beauty, excellent quality and astonishingly low prices. $22.50 to $35.00
NEAR RIBERA OPENS MILL
IS A FACTOR IN BAMTAM- yacht with the Prince of Wales and
CASCAR ETS FOR A
AT TOPEKA, KANS.
WEIGHT SITUATION
high government officials aboard went
SICK, SOUR STOMACH
out to meet the Medina
Topeka, Kan., Feb. 5 The Topeka
Littlj The roads presented a striking specIndianapolis, Ind., Feb.
Mica Mining Manufacturing company Gently but thoroughly cleanse and Johnny Coulon will find a new stum- tacle owing to the great gathering
reni'late your Stomach, Liver and
Exclusive patterns in exquisite Silk Novelties have arrived. These include a number of eshas leased from the receiver the mill
Practically
bling block in the way of his trium of warships and crews.
Bowels
while
you
sleep
119
at
North Quincy street and is now
phot march to the bantamweight tne entire Atlantic fleet, with the
pecially attractive designs for the popular side drapery effects. Colors and patterns are of
cruiser
busy grinding a car of mica which
when he is asked to de second battle and second
championship,
the Season's best. Quality unsurpassed.
That awful sourness, belching of fend
The Topeka
just reached Topeka.
the title against Chick Hayes oi squadrons of the home fleet, was on
Mica Manufacturing company owns 13 acid and foul gases; that pain In the Indianapolis, who has just gained the hand to participate in the demonstraclaims of 20 acres each upon wfiich pit of the stomach, the heartburn. better of a
argument with tion of welcome to their majesties.
As the Medina passed down
the
the company has the location work nervousness, nausea, bloating after Monte At ell by a shade. The Hoosier
as well as the annual assessment eating, feeling of fullness, dizziness youngBter adds another complication lines of the fleet, guns, bands and
work completed, they have also been and sick headache, means indigestion; to the Coulon-Attewrangle over cheers commingled in the welcome to
a disordered stomach, which cannot
"who's who" in the bantamweight the royal travelers. The king, in the
surveyed and recorded. The company
We have just received a beautiful line of the Newest Novelties in Hair Ornaments and Imhas taken two other claims which it be regulated until you remove the class, for despite his youth and small undress uniform of an admiral, was
cause.
It
isn't
your stomach's fault. amount of experience Hayes gave the to be seen standing on the after
is now proving up. These claims are
ported Leather Hand Bags. Come in and see them.
Your stomach is as good as any.
bantam ring veteran the surprise of bridge of the vessel.
undisputed and in no way connected
Try Cascarets; they cure indige bis life in their recent Indianapolis
As the vessel n eared the harbor the
with claims owned ,.y any other coms
tlon, because they immediately cleanse
pany.
fight and gained the newspapers deci- troops ashore presented arms and the k
After Mr. S. B. Rohrer became In and regulate the stomach, remove the sion over AttelL
garrison batteries fired a final salute.
terested in the mica business he found sour, undigested and fermenting food
Attell still claims that the bantam- The band aboard the Medina struck
conditions entirely different from and foul gases; take the excess bile weight title belongs to him and asserts up "Home, Sweet Home," other bands
ROSENWALD
what he had anticipated, in that the from the liver and carry off the de- that Coulon is not rightfully its pos- played "God Save the King," and the
cost of producing mica was greater composed waste matter and poison sessor either in reputation or record. thousands of bluejackets on board the
BLOCK
than the selling price ot the raw from the Intestines and bowels. Then But Hayes seems to be the one way ship in the harbor joined in cheering
foris
stomach
trouble
ended
your
the
Of
So
after experimenting for
product.
royal party.
solving the question. If Coulon
some time he invented a separator ever. A Cascaret tonight will straight- demonstrated in his short
MACHINES
Upon stepping ashore the king and
work ol
PLAZA
box
which enables his comDanv to nro- - en you out by morning a
Harry Forbes that he Is of champion- queen were kept busy sajuting and
from
wln
9tore
an3r
drug
keep your ship caliber, Hayes certainly demon- bowing in response to the demonstraduce mica at a cost not exceeding 16
per r nt of the me, hod formerly used. entire famIly feel,ng good for moatht-Th- strated that he is willing to battle" his tions of the thousands of people who
machine was installed at the Don't forget the children their little way to the title by taking on Coulon's occupied every available foot of space
mine near Ribera, N. M., some time lnd8 need a sood, gentle cleansing, rival under conditions which Atteli on the qtiay and the neighboring
PLAN FIGHT ON BLIGHT
toft ft ft ft '
ago i iid has proved a wonderful sue-- ;
says Coulon himself would not accept. docks.
Pa Feb. 5. In pursuHarrisburg,
The
cess in the economy of mining scrap
demonstrations
of welcome
Monte says Coulon can have a meet- ft
HOME MADE CANDIES
renewed upon the arrival of ance of a call issued by Governor
mica, of which, according to Mr. C.
e
liug with him at any time if the
an
Tener
ft
interstate
to
conference
is
J L'lice, engineer of mining, there That's descriptive of the products ol ditions stipulate 116 pounds six hours tneir majesties in London. A great
ft
are millions of tons on the company's the Potter Candy Kitchen. They are be tore the bout, but adds that Coulon crowd assembled at Victoria station meet here this week to devise ways
i and means of checking the chestnut
ft
a home product and they are made will have none of it unless the
and tens of thousands of other
ft
property.
weight
is destroying millions of
which
blight,
Mica is found In the territory by the most expert candy makers clause reads 116 pounds
lined
route
the
from the station
ft
ringBide.
about Ribera in fissure veins. A large money can obtain. Hence we lead al! Hayes took Attell at the early weigh- to Buckingham Palace. All of the dollars worth of valuable timber. The
ft
per c.ent will carry from 20 to 75 per competitors in this district Try a ing condition, and although the thoroughfares through which the royal blight already has spread over a large
ft
of
eastern
part
is
and
it
Pennsylvania
cent rock. Under the old method of box of our chocolates. We cover thf Hoosier did not win
decisively he hal procession passed were profusely de- feared that it will soon make its way
ft
handling mica it was necessary to entire retail field. F B. Potter.
the better of. the argument according corated.
ft
into neighboring states unless
ft
The
of
Prince
break this rock with a hammer and
Wales
brothand
his
the experts who saw the mill.
ft
hand pick it but with the machinery
ft
WORLD GOWING WISER.
Hayes is under the management ot ers and sisters met. their father and
ft
now installed and in operation the
mother
with
joyful exuberance, and
The world is growing wiser every Ray Bronson, claimant of the welter- Some habits one should want to break and
ore and rock is run through a crusher, day and the people of Las Vegas are weight championship, who says that Queen Alexandra, Princess
Victoria
ft
SHOE REPAIRING
ft
and
all
oilier
members
bad habits are bad to keep.
of the fam!l
then through a separator, all the rock growing wise to the fact that there is the little fellow Will he rait, on through
Shoe repairing is important
and ft
is removed and the mica is ready for no better coffee than Golden Gate, until he has wrested the bantam lau- - Kreetel the ro'a' travelers affection should be done right particularly ft
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
shipment. The mica taken out of the which is sold by the Las Vegas Mer- raela from all comers, Coulon includ- - atelywelt soled shoes which when repaired ft
'
ft
"
exhaB
good habit anyone can have.
mine
been
Topeka company's
cantile company. It has a delicious ed. He believes Hayes to be the fast-should be sewed. Our eelctrlc driven
ft
amined by some of the best experts blend that cannot be equaled. It sells est boxer in the business today. AtBE MODERN
ft
Fleming stitcher and Champion finishAnyone who will read each day The Optic
In the mica trade, who pronounce it at 45 cents a pound, two pounds for tell admitted- - after
Send your washing away from the er equals hand work, leaving the shoe ft
ft
the, bout that he
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
met the greatest surprise of his nine bouse and be freed of the annoyanc flexible and retaining the shape as ft
equal to anything produced in the 85 cents or two and one-hal-f
for $1.
N:st opportunity that he may find and then
United States.
years' career, and never faced a boy of wash day smells and troubles. The when new, costs less and wears Just ft
ft
The products of the mill have been
follows up the "lead." will
who worked faster from gong to gong Las Vegas Steam laundry does famil' as long. Hedgcock's.
YOUR SIDEBOARD STOCK
ft
surely get quick
tested by one of the largest railroad Is a matter concerning which you than did the Indiana chicken.
washing as well as '"fancy washing.
success.
ft
ft
Attell and Hayes are matched to Fvery day Is wash day there no matcompanies as a lubricant for hot should give careful attention. We carDELICIOUS STEAKS
ft
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit
boxes. The officers of the mica com- ry the famous Sherwood Rye whiskey, meet again at Indianapolis on Febru- ter how much ft rains or snows, 'ihe
that
The Las Vegas Mercantile company
r
will help people to
is done by experts, too. Try it
pany have now in their possession, properly aged and beat suited for ary' 1, when the youngster will try to v
get what they want when
makes a speclaltly of alfalfa fed nathe report of tests of 53 engines. The family use. We also carry a splendid demonstrate more completely his su- in re and be convinced.
they want it.
tive and Kansas City beef. Conse
ft
railroad company reports splendid re- line of wines and champagnes. Fam- periority. Attell is older in years and
best steaks to be purchasthe
quently
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
GROUND HOG'S DAY
sults on 52 of the 53, in every case ily trade accorded our special atten- experience and seems to have a little
ed In this city come off the blocks in ft
ft
The ground hog will come out of
"no complaint after used."
tion. Goods delivered. The Opera stronger punch than Hayes, but the
You are not
its meat department
hole
Mica is used for so many different Bar, Charles Farley, proprietor.
Friday and determine whethlightning speed of the boy dazzled his
getting the best for your money unft
Monte so that he was unable to land er there is to be several more weeks less you are buying meat at the Las
things and the supply being limited
of
winter.
Whichever
he
there is no question but the company
decides
ft
GREAT WHITE WAY
way
time.
at
was
Neither
any
effectivtly
Vegas Mercantile company's store.
ft
will do a very large and successful
When you put up an electric sign at he able to block Hayes' onslaught and it will be necessary for you to purft
business. Mica is used largely in the your place of business you will have took more punishment than he has be chase coal regularly for some time for
construction of roofing, sound dead done something for yourself as well fore in many days.
heat'ng purposes. The Coors Lumber MURDER TRIAL AT PINE BLUFF
The Sound Sleep of Good Health
If Hayes can beat Attell decisivelj company handles Yankee coal; the
ening in large buildings, insulation of as your city, for an electric sign Is the
Pine Bluff, Ark., Feb. 5. The case
FLORIDA WILL SPEAK FIRST
all kinds, refrigerator cars, fire and modern great white way of advertis- enough so tJiat there is not an ele- best for heatine and cooking use.
of the McVay brothers accused of Is not for those suffering from kidPaiatka,
Fla., Feb. 5. This city is
ney ailments and irregularities.
The
acid proof paints, the construction of ing. Keeps your name constantly be ment of draw in the result of their
the murder of J. W. Ethridge was prompt use of Foley
rapidly
up with delegates to
filling
ON TRIAL
Pills
will
MARINE
OFFICER
Kidney
hard rubber, the preparation of the fore the eyes of the purchasing pub meeting, he will be headed for Coulon
Feb. 5. A court mar- called for trial today. The case is dispel backache and rheumatism, heal tomorrow's republican state conven.
Philadelphia,
look
Las
of
and strengthen sore, weak and ailing tion, whioh
as soon as a match can be arraneed.
Vegas
highest class
lubricants, in decora lic and help to make
will elect six delegates at
tial with Colonel George Barnett pre- one of the most sensational In the kidneys,
restore normal action, and
tion, wall paper and the air float, the like a wideawake city. Las Vegas It is certain that few of the other
of this county and the
criminal
records
large and an equal number of alterwith
it
health
at
convened
the
and
siding
Mrs.
M.
Philadelphia
strength.
finest mica powder is coming into Light and Power company.
bantams in the country than Coulon
to attract wide atten- F. Spalsbury, overling, 111.,
for the triel of Lieu- trial promises
says: "I nates to the national convention to
will have luck with the chicken, after navy yard today
great demand for use between rubber
tion.
was shot and killed In suffered great pain in my back and he held in
Ethridge
C. W. Alger of the
tenant
Chicago next June. Flormarine
IT IS NOT STRANGE
tires to avoid sticking and heating.
he has made Monte Attell be good.
the court room here while he was on kidneys, could not sleep at night, and ida republicans are believed
Lieutenant
is charged
to be a
corps.
could
Alger
not
raise
so
hands
not
peoover
that
automobile
Is
a
my
number
of
It
many
the
19
strange
my unit for
Quite
Hayes is but
trial for the alleged assassination of head. But two
years old, and has with conduct
President
an
and
Is
Taft,
officer.
bottles
of
it
Kidunbecoming
owners in Topeka and elsewhere are ple eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma been fighting but two years.
Albert McVay, a prominent stock deal- ney Pills cured me." O. G.Foley
the state delegation will be inSchaefer
bill
lubrion
The
street
Center
restaurant
their
specially prepared
using
You are probably aware that pneu- er, who was shot down and killed by and Red Cross Drug Co.
structed for his renomi nation without
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
cant in their auto differentials with of fare is generous and the price Is
monia always results from a cold, but an unknown assassin at his home near
a dissenting vote.
CANNER8' CONVENTION
splendid results. The manufacture of cheap, 25 cents for regular meals. Your druggist will refund money II you never heard of a cold resulting In Pine Bluff on the night of July 5, 190S.
this lubricant will be one of the fea- Many people wonder how It Is pos- PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any pneumonia when Chamberlain's Cough The murdered McVay was a brother of
Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 5. Active
meals so case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Remedy was used, why take the risk the men who are to be tried for kill
tures of the business which the com- sible to serve such
HOW'S THI8?
in the movement which
when this remedy may be had for a
We offer One Hundred Dollars ReProtruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. FWr trifle? For sale by all druggists.
makes for better agriculture and largpany will develop. Other branches cheaply.
ling Ethridge.
er crops is to be one of the leading ward for any case of Catarrh that
Ured by HaU'B Catarrh
subjects of discussion at the annual Cure
P.
J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
convention of the National Canners'
undersigned, have known
association, which began in this city b. J.
Cheney for the last 16 years and
today with a large attendance. The believe him
perfectly honorable in all
convention will continue in session business transactions, and
financially
I
,.,..
8
nnr-niii-- ii
t
IbMMB- ir
iiiiinwi
mBg
..tts
Ut obllgat,ons made
until Thursday.
y
his flrm01"1
NATIONAL BANK OF ' COMMERCE,
ADEVERTISED LETTER LIST
O.
Fred Anderson; A. E. Beers; Dick
Ha Is Catarrh Cure Is Toledo,
taken
Case; Mrs. J. H. Householder ' (2) ;
acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
Frank Hays; Miss Irin Harper; Will tem.
sysJB
11 1M- BTestimonials sent free Price
'''Zsi 1 1 11 Ml
"iiK
'jfjcj
...x1
C.
E.
Hearn;
Jones; Mrs. Arthur 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all DrugLewis; Franoisco Manzanares; Julian gists.
8 Famlly P11Is for Con8- Montano; Frank Norman; Harry M. paUon6
Truss; L. Villegas.
Postcard held for postage.
A WARNING AGAINST
WET FEET
Mrs. Fred Herz, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Wet and chilled feet
usually affect
When calling for the above letters the mucous membrane
of the nose
Please ask for "Advertised Letters."
throat and lungs, and la grippe, bronl
or
chitis
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
pneumonia may result
Watch carefully, particularly
the
children, and for the
stub!
td?
S9l jk.
'.v
born coughs give Foley'sracking,
Honey and
Tar Compound.
It soothes the inTHE
flamed
mimihh'- membranes, and heals the
Take no substitute.
cough quickly.
O.
G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
GERTRUDE HUTCHESON AND A SCENE FROM "THE THREE TWINS" IN WHICH SHE IS STARRING
With the cast of "The Three Twins" can say the seat sale for the big musi-- , tiful music. Twins have been the ba- - on its past tours. The
story provokes because they are a part and parcel of
i4
which will appear in the Duncan opera cal show has been immense. They sis of many a play, their similarity of first smiles, then
How Cold Affects the Kidneys
laughs of a hearty the play. It is a play far out of the
Avoid taking cold If your
house Wednesday evening, is Mdss expect to be obliged to hang out the features have caused many a laugh, kind, and roars at the finish. In fact ordinary, and this year is presented
kidneys
are sensitive. Cold congests the
kidin a manner that la also out of the
Gertrude Hutaheson, who will be pre- "standing room only" sign Wednesday but when the author of this success- the laughs are only
too
throws
neys,
much much work
interrupted by the
an
With
new
entire
and
upon
ordinary.
scenic
them,
weakens their action
sented in a star role. Miss Hutche-so- n evening.
ful play made a trio out of people who introduction of some of the sweetest
Serious kidney trouble and even
outfit of unusual magnificence, with
will be remembered by those who
"The Three Twins" tells a possible look alike he struck a new vein of music that was ever written. The endisease
Bright's
may result. Strengthmany startling electrical effects, and
en your kidneys, --ret rid of the
witnessed "The Merry Widow" in story in such an entertaining manner comedy.
That ha pursued his new sembles in the play are of a kind that with costumes that will dazzle the men
pain
and
build
soreness,
them up by the
which she played a star part Man- that It would go like wildfire if pre- lead in the right direction has been arouse the enthusiasm of every au- and
the
ladles it will be a sen
delight
timely use of Foley's Kidney Pills.
6
agers Duncan and Browne of the Dun- sented without its accompanying bean- - proven by the success of this play dience, and yet they are not forgotten sation when seen here.
Tonic in action, quick in results. O.
jn 2
G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.
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NEWEST SILK NOVELTIES

$11.50 to $16.00
HAIR ORNAHENTS AND LEATHER HAND BAGS
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HARRY KNIGHT TO
DRIVE IN BIG

of seats have been sold to purchasers
in all parts of the United States.
Many mail orders have been filled and

COULON DEFEATED

EXUnCISE TO DEVELOP

chest

Movements That Are Guaranteed by an Authority to Produce Good Results.

BOOK ON THE MUSEUM

Simple

present indications are that the
crowd which witnessed the 1911 event
will be considerably outnumbered by
the attendance In 1912.
Last year
about 90,00u people
were on the
Speedway grounds, and present Indications are that fully 100,000 will see
the second annual
race.

CONLEY ON

U

r

1

FORTIETH
VOLUME NOW
OUT
GIVES MANY NEW FACT8.

S.S.S.

in

CURES
CHRONIC ULCERS

rZ

Look at your figure in the next full
length mirror you see. Nine chances
out of ten your cheat caves in, your
and kept inflamed and irritated I
a
shoulders round like a bow, your stom- Adventures of Famous Explorers Into healthy matter from the circulation.by No treatment
? Hitherto Unknown Fields Given
ach protudes and you chin la thrust
fcctexcept a medicine which will
In
Mama
forward like prise fighter's.
Intereatlng Style
MAN
washes, lotions, etc, are sometimes helpful k
WHU
to!
WAS
HERO
LAST
mals Get Big Share.
TWO BANTAMWEIGHTS
Now try an experiment
FOUGHT
flammation, cleansing the
Tk
YEAR WILL PILOT A LEXINGTHEY INJURE CHILDREN
long
breath,
do
push
cheat
your
not
out and
FIFTEEN FAST AND FURIOUS"
TON AT INDIANAPOLIS.
The National museum In Washing- applications
hold it to that position. Behold a
and can never effect nnim o c o
,
Cathartics and Pills and Harsh PhyROUNDS IN VERNON.
ton
baa Just issued the fortieth vol- miracle.
Your
shoulders straighten
sics May Cause Distressing
till your back la like a line, your stomIndianapolis, ind., Feb. 5. Notwith
Complaints
Los Angeles, Feb. 5. Johnny Cou-Io- ach retreats and your chin assumes a
standing the prophecies of many who
You cannot be overcareful in the
toe
books are alwaya rebuilding broken-dow- n
of Chicago Saturday evening de- position of modest dignity. Now you
claim to know that automobile racing selection of
medicine for children.
fended his title as bantamweight are standing correctly, and if you
on the wane and that mauufac
tereat to the nat
Only the very
bowel medicine
vaiue ai all upon a good
turer8 are becoming more and more should ever begentlest
champion by winning from Frankle appearance you must
ural
history world,
and
given. Ordinary pills,
practice this poBook on Sores
inclined to dodge contests, at least cathartics, and
Conley of Kenosha, Wis., at the end sition until it becomes second nature.
since they are
are too aut of
purgatives
20 rounds of tierce fighting in the itemember that the
one company will make its debut In to
filled
from
cover
do more harm than good. They
grand secret la
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.,
Vernon arena.
to cover with im"Push out the chest." The rest of the
ATLANTA, GA.
otor car racing at the
e
Insometimes cause griping, nausea, and
s 'figure will take of
Coulon landed five blows to
portant and absoItself.
ternational Sweepstakes race on the
distressing
and may acIf your chest Is flat and narrow
lutely new inforone, but did uut seem O posif
GUGGENHEIM CASE COMES UP
you
Indianapolis Motor Speedway next tually injure the
thus estab- sess the
in the interest of both health
mation regarding
health,
ought,
of
his
opponent.
Memorial Day. The Lexington Mo- lishing a
strength
Feb. 5. Perhaps the most
Chicago,
and
to try to develop
animals,
beauty,
annoyance.
plants,
CALENDAR OF SPORTS
was a fearful sight at the
tor Car company of Connersvllle, Ind.,
it
Conley
scandal ever expose:! in
peculiar
legal
We personally recommend and guar
rocks and minerBreathing exercises are the best thing
FOR THE WEEK
close of the fight, his face being cut for
has entered a
a
Chicago
court
will come to a focus
1911 model antee Rexall Orderlies as a
and
the
als
this
native
purpose.
Singers ana public tribes of
safe and in half a dozen
In the trial of the
mankind from ail parts of the
placets and both eyes speakers almost
Lexington in the
of Mrs. Grace
grind to dependable remedy for constipation were
always have good world Not
be run May 30. This is the first con- and
only are the facts new or
B. Guggenheim to annul the divorce
nearly closed.
chests, because they are trained to
associate bowel disorders. We
Just
s
dlacovered, but they present
As early as the third round Con- breathe deeply and
test of the kind In which this com- have
Monday
granted her in 1901 from William Gugcorrectly.
such faith in the virtues of this
of the dim, yet fascinating,
of annual show of the St. genheim, millionaire member
one, but did not seem to
Breathing exercises are best
ley's
pany has participated.
Opening
of the
remedy that we sell it on ou guaran- at night, when all heavy cloth- borderland of partial
knowledge;
Louis Automobile Dealers' association. famous smelter trust
but every round
punches,
Harry Knight, one of America's ee of money back in
truths
which
family,
but
demonnot
suspected,
yet
ing, the corset In particular. haB
every instance
Opening of the Lake Worth golf came up for hearing today before
strated; the guesses of today, which
juungest motor pilots is nominated where it fails to give entire satisfac- found him boring in, head down, tak- removed. The window
should
be open, may become the
to drive the Lexington car in the
ing a half dozen blows for the sake for there is no
establlehed facta of championship tournament at Palm Judge Thomas G. Windes in the cirtion, and we urge all in need of BUcb
profit in taking bad air
of getting in one in return. Conlpy's into
No
Beach, Fla.
one
long race. Knight appeared in the medicine to
can peruae the
cuit court. Popular interest in the
your lungs.
try it at our risk.
which this National museum volwhen they landed shook the
Finish wrestling match at Boston case has been aroused to a
last
Stand erect, with handa cIobs to the
race in a Westcott and
Rexall Orderlies are eaten just like punches
great de
ume contains without
to his very toes and fre- sides.
was making an excellent
wishing to know between Mahmout and Cyclone 'Burns. gree because the suit comes before
Inhale slowly and
showing un- i.inaj, are particularly prompt and champion
more about ihe atranee thinira with
evenly
til he met with an accident in the
quently caused the latter to give imuusii me nose, wold the breath as which
"Spike" Kelly vs. Jack Palmer, 10 Judge Windes as the result of
agreeable in action, may be taken at
charges
they fi 1.
long as you possibly can, then exhale
a
found
ainety-sixtground.
Conley,
however,
at Toronto.
rounds,
or
made by Judge A. j. Petit that an atlap,
The man mala collected by Dr. W. L.
very nearly half any time, day or night; do not cause
and
slowly
evenly
when
terrific
the
for
through
him
mouth
Phil Cross vs. Cy Smith, 10 rounds, tempt to influence him in his decision
punch waiting
way through the event. Knight's esAbbott In orneo and the
Do this ten tlmea each
diarrhoea, nausea, griping, excessive he
night You Islands are described by neighboring
at New York City.
pursued too eagerly. The fight see- will soon
cape from injury was remarkable. He looseness, or other
was made a short time ago by some
Dr.
Marcus
notice
an
undesirable effects. sawed through the 20
in the W Lyons, Jr., who
was involved in one of the most specEddie Smith vs. Mark Conley, 10 one acting in the interest of
rounds, the length of time you increase
writes as well of
can
They have a very mild but positive
Guggenhold
the
the c. itry, lnhabltanta, life. etc. Dr.
majority going to the champion. The breath. Practice
tacular and thrilling accidenls that action
rounds, at Syracuse, N. Y.
heim.
taking
breaths
upon the organs with which
long
Abbot
is
one
f
of
with
ended
those
the men fighting when you are walking.
wonderful
ever occurred on a motor
fight
Leo Kelly vs. Harry Donahue, 12
The matrimonial difficulties of the
racing they come in contact, apparently act- head to
Americans who spend their Uvea in
Dumb-bel- l
head in a clinch. Blood from
ourse. In an attempt to avoid run111.
and Indian club exercises the
rounds, at Peoria,
Guggenheims have been frequently being as a regulative tonic uion the retropical wilds of the nH vnrH
Conley s mouth ws running down are excellent for cheat develonment know more about
ning over and killing a mechanician laxed musculer coat of the
fore
the courts of Illinois and New
Tuesday
the
than
the
jungle
bowel, thus Coulon's back and both Conley's eyes Go at them a bit gently at first,
who had fallen from a car
espe- natives themselves.
opening of annual st Valentine's York during the past ten years. In
just ahead overcoming weakness, and aiding to were
if
are
you
cially
not
,
very strong.
of him, and despite the fact that he
The article contalna an
nearly closed.
the present suit Mrs. Grace Guggen
restore the bowels to more vigorous
Interesting golf tournament at Pinehurst, N. C.
The first round was Coulon's. Con There are other simple home exer- account of how the sun bears
was
d
Annual bench show of Fanciers' as heim is seeking to have the divorce
of the
by smoke, Knight and healthy activity.
cises which will help you in this direcTanjong Pamukang country deatroy sociation of Indiana
rushed but received two hard tion. For
voluntarily turned his car head-oopens at Indiana- she obtained from her husband in 19. )l
Rexall Orderlies not only relieve ley
instance, lie flat on the the palm trees by
rights to the stomach and left to the back on the floor, with
climbing to the top polis.
into the pits near the starting line
set aside on the ground that she was
legs and arms
but help to remove the jaw.
constipation,
out
tne
rauug
"heart" of the
and crashed into two automobiles cause of
Long range fighting marked the straight and knees close together.
Jack
Dillon vs. Walter Coffey, 10 not a legal resident of
.
At
nna
nln
paim
Illinois at the
this ailment. They also fre- fourth. In the fifth,
....
in a grove or
. .
Conley rushed Mnw ,,r
standing at the side of the tracK.
time she received her decree from
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BIG DIFFERENCE,
people
Philadelphia
rights iu the ninth and went to his the princes are not right in their fac- meat of the orang and consequently
"We never have participated
In
most heartless crimes ever comr
ft makes little
Friday
ulties." "But they are perfectly those animals are
.v unioi truce corner groggy from two
nard rights right," I
Annual meeting of United States for many years within the
very scarce in the
speed events before because we felt whether you know or
not that we to the face. Coulon took the offensive
replied, indulgently; "those neighborhood of Dyak camps.
jurist; i in
that we could not devote the time and have
iMwn
renins association at New or me local reaerai court The head
stories
are
nonsense."
pure
wines, whiskies, etc., etc. Bui in the tenth and cut
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Hblllster,
assistant curator of York.
You must be mistaken." "How
Conley's face bad sir
energy to contests which would be it does make a big difference If
of the skipper was crushed by a hi ,v
the division of mammals, United States
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a
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Just
the hard fight
tinue to serve our trade effectively that our
spent a morning with them paper on the
prices are the lowest, out ing In the eleventh and
shrews of the ley TrotUng circuit at Mason City, la. was, it is believed, thrown into
Coulon was and I found them not only normal In eastern United
and without, delay. However, we deliveries
intercollegiate fencing Harvard vs. sea after the murder.
States, with
prompt and that we catei weak in the
twelfth, but held Conley every way, but particularly Intell- tions of new species. For the descriphave always been of the opinion that to the family trade. The
benefit Pennsylvania, at Philadelphia.
igent" "That cannot be," was the re- of the
Lobby, Lau even.
high speed contests are very effect- bach & Benjamin,
unenlightened, It might be reIntercollegiate swimming Columbia NO BETTER WAY TO
ply, "because It Is said they are deproprietors.
m tne thirteenth Coulon sent Con fective."
ive tests of a motor car and that they
The writer grew indignant marked that the Bhrew is one of the vs. Yale, at New York.
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tal of King Menelek at Addis Abeba,
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"Cluss runs, you know, a saloon. 1 culture of northern Africa, the adjoin- - Princeton, at Annapolis.
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the third six cylinder tnr to be ening machines is to be tried out in the where
The crowd cheered as Referee Eyton
THE USES OF STEAM
"Well,' said I, 'I don't know Pro of the National museum, by T. D. A. suit of
else in the world, which will
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Cockerell
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particular'
Among the uses of steam that are gave the decision to Coulon.
received so far for the event. The
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'Clues, who had been watchlmr mo do, deals chiefly with the study of the O'Harra, sheriff of Delaware county, as
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and without any other
promptly
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Dee"
which
came up for trial in the circuit
collected by Dr. Abbott,
mixiouBiy, now butted In with the
assistance or bad after-effecsent to the Speedway in a short time kind is its utilization as a sterilizer. moter Tom McCreary nned up four words:
and forma the second paper In a aerlea court here today. White, a
as a
democrat,
Where steam Is directed no germs can fighters among them three cham-pionfor trying out.
package of Pape's Cold Com"'Good I Slip on VOUr nvnrnnat being prepared by Dr. Cockerell
is seeking to prove that he was ejectin the ring. There were
There are papers on mlllipeds, mem- ed
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sist of two Stutz cars entered by the steam to sterilize all its utensils, ren
insects as the centipedes, also waapa, of O'Harra, his republican opponent.
After three years' research we have
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It ls generally conceded that White
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Opium Habit Among Japanese.
n ne ls not
son and Len Zengle, with Billy Knip-e- r milk you know you are getting pure Cleveland was introduced as the opin the treatment
When the Japanese came into onn. or geology or the museum, discusses 89 votes, a votln marfu
ponent of Attell In the Washington's trol of Formosa they found the
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opium the aupposed origin of some extraordl- - mum uauoLs tor u Marra than were
naDit. widely prevalent,
cars to be driven by Spencer Wishart
birthday match, February 22
especially with nal7 masses of natural glass, called cast. O'Harra maintains his right to
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'One Round'' Hogan issued a chal that portion of the population that moldavites. Tlvese strange glassy
of Port Chester, New York, and
e
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schooling or education of the ownrj
of the farms. When tbe figures were
all compiled, it was found that only 10
of the 573 fanner had ever been to
college, and not all of those had com-

pleted their college courses; 1C5 had
spent one or more years in a high
e hool or academy; and 398, or much
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR more than half, had gone no further
than the district school. By figuring
the annual income of these farmers
from their own labor, it was found
men earned.
that the college-traineEntered at the Postofflce at East on an
$847 a year; those who
average,
Las Vega-- , New Mexico, (or transuda- had attended
high schqpl, $622; those
tion through the United States Mails who had attended only the district
as secouu class matter.
$318. In other words, the col- man. earned 36 per cent
.
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more than the high school ,,,.., i ii i '
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which was in session during the latter part fit the past week in New
York city, has come to an unanimous
decision regarding certain points of
the game which are intendea to Im-
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DEATHBED

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET. '
New York, Feb. C Speculative
BURNHAM
PROTESTS
ARTHUR
opinion remained bearish today and
KNOWS NOTHING OF
THATE
although first prices were higher, the
MURDER OF HI8 FAMILY.
market soon showed the effect of con-
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show you.
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The Sea.sons Solid Success
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Chicago
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KABNINGS OP THE COLLEGE
SUED FARMER
A year or two ago the agricultural
college of Cornell University made

a farm survey of several townships

Statistics were gathered concerning
the number of farms, their value, the

and
value of the improvements
equipment upon them, the annual In
come, the systems of management,
a
Kurt other matters necessary to
of
agricultural
understanding
thorough
conditions in that region. One Item in
the inquiry did not appear at first to
m mic importance, bat
be of much
' more attention tlun
later it attre
Uud to do with tne
rt
other,
any

ST. LOUIS METALS
St. Louis, Feb. 5. Lead lower 3.97

SAY STRANGER, HAVE YOU HEARD

OF THE RAGTIME STUNT OF REV. BIRD?
Hillsdale, N. J., Feb. 5. Church services, opened with an excellent Imitation of a college yell and Interspersed
by music from a choir of whistling
boys, Is the novel winter program at
the Methodist church here of which,
the Rev. William, Bird Is pastor. The
experiment was tried for the first time
last night and is pronounced a complete success by the minister.
The- .choir, of beys nnsJ up on the

platform at the opening of the ser
vices and gave their "club yell" which
is as follows:
"Say, my friend, have you seen.
Second TImotry,
First Thessalonians,
Tells you exactly wbat to do. "
Then they whistled "1 Stand Up for,
Stand Up for Jesus," "Wonderful
Words of Love," and other popular
hymns.

4.02.

2;
lars

47

FIRST SHIPMENT

Spelter steady $6.406.45

NEW YORK MONEY
New York, Feb. 5. Call money 2
Mexican dol
prime paper

cents.

34;

VICTORIA IS PRESIDENT.
San Domingo, Republic of Santo Do
mingo, Feb. 5 Senator Elado Vic
torla, who has filled the office of pro
visional president since the assassin
ation of President Caceres on Novem
ber 19, was elected today president of
the republic of Santo Domingo.
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centrated pressure against the leadColorado Springs, Feb. 5. With a
ers. Trading was not heavy and the
final declaration that he knew nothmarket received effective support aff
that would throw light on the
ter moderate losses
had been sus- ing
of the Burnham-Wajmmembers
six
tained. The Canadian stocks were
families in this city, Septemstrengthened by another large gain
ber
17, Arthur J. mi nm. mi. tor a
in Canadian Pacific gross earnings an
of the crime, died here
increase in net of $281,000 in Minne- time suspected
of which he had
of
tuberculosis
apolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie today a sufferer for
been
years. Shortly
for December.
Intense dullness set in after the before his death he again protested
bear demonstration had been conclud- his innocence.
"God knows I have suffered," he
ed. Prices crept up gradually to
"and not the least part of my
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be
he
what
of
up
to seek refuge in the almshouse, equal
all day search for a possible clue, as possible of the relations today exhis
in
brain
daily
and
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
body
where she died. New York Sun.
Sheriff James Hunter of Otero coun- isting between different classes of sestatements.
activities.
ty, has returned to Alamogordo, com- curity holders.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
"The absence of any attempt to
pletely baffled.
u;hni9i Burnlna of Books.
revaluation
issues
The French should win Edmund
base
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, no
upon
security
s
whole-Hal- e
Grape-NutOosse's commendation for the
will emphasize the true character of
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
manner in which they have deour American railroad stocks, as bewill not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
even
have
gone
FOOD
books.
They
stroyed
ing essentially participation certifito the extent of coining a special
good secure repeat orders.
DO YOU NEED A RUG cates giving a right to a proportiondeword, "bibliolytle," to donate "la
The
ate share of whatever profits may be
advertising is not only aTprotection to the trade name, but it
Is made of wheat and barley,
struction volontaire des livres." The
bibliois the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
earned, rather than evidences that a
and supplies the very elements
greatest date In the annals of
lytle is 1790, whsn church property
Buy it now for early spring, all the certain specific amount of money has
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
from these natural food grains
goods, bewas confiscated by the revolutionary
new 1912 patterns are now here.
actually been invested in the property.
for
in
the
requires
that
however
which
confidence
much
system
year,
the
dealer
cause,
or
manufacturer
government. Daring
"No restrictions except those of
20 PER CENT DISCOUNT
Paris alone, 808.120 volumes taken
have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
the daily nourishment of body Allowed for cash for Tuesday and publicity should be placed upon the
may
were
convents
from monasteries and
and braim keeping them at Wednesday.
power of the directors to issue new
money in telling others of their goodness.
burned, and throughout the whole
to
stockholders
rata
stock
their
to
said
efficiency.
is
pro
their
highest
destroyed
total
country the
H
to
at or above par, even though the price
have amounted to 4,194,400.
"There's a Reason"
received be less than the existing
market value of the old stock.
Brawnier Recruits.
"No attempt should be made by
is
changing
The style in girl babies
M.
A.
C.
to limit railroad profits to a
Y.
statute
th
The
thM
t"er
Opposite
Boston.
They
in
world
the
fixed
into
oi zo treat a hard
come
percentabe,
and
used to be
uncash dividend as necessarily IndicatPostum Cereal Co., Ltd.
with more vitality. Nature has adLas Vegas Home of The Edison ing extortion. Railroad charges must
doubtedly taken oognlrance of the
Battle Creek, Mich.
i
vent of militant suffragism and
the Sealy Mattresses; be reasonable, but to try to control
Phonographs;
oulDoiac th littUi ones for the strife
the Ostermoor Mattresses.
rates by arbitrarily uniting proflits is
yes-da-
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WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
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Always Pays
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also saw that the fruit can e
SALUTE
hipped as early as June, although It TO ABOLISH i
la still too add
the. It 1. good in Movement
Afoot Against Taking Off
July, but better In August and
.
Septem- .un
.
U - .
nm on A
vocations or meet- "The fruit is full of juice,"
ine and Separation.
the
on "e tree,
? ? "LT?1"' "Bd han
The progress in urbanity the art
through the rainy summer weather It
of dty life which Is taking place
can therefore be placed on the
market when oranges are scarce
modern Germans Is illustrated
and the among
by the movement for modifying, or alhighest prices can be secured."
together doing away with the "German salute," says a cablegram to the
New York American. Under the exPutting Paper On.
"Papa," said the hopeful youth, "can pression is meant the traditional
you tell me what is natural philos- fashion of taking off the hat on occasions of meeting or separation. It is
ophy?"
a highly elaborate performance, in
"Of course I can." said papa
proud
and relieved to find that there was at three motions, suggesting military
last something he could tell his off- precision, the first being the raising
spring. "Natural philosophy is the of the hat with stiffly extended arm,'
science of cause and reason.
Now, the second the lowering of it to the
for instance, you see the steam com- knee with a downward cutting motion
ing cut of the spout of the kettle, but and the third the similarly precise
you dont know why or for what rea- replacement on the head. The action
between adults appears formal enough
son it does so, and "
"Oh, but I do, papa," chirped the to draw a smile from foreigners of
hope of the household.
"The reason easier manners, but it becomes laughtne steam comes out of the kettle is able when one sees it practiced with
so that mamma may open your letters all gravity between a pair of schoolboys or college students. How deeply
without your knowing it"
the "German salut ." is engrained In
the national forms of
politeness is proved by the story of the
Tried by Firing.
Lady Bountiful That luncheon was independently minded subordinate offierce.
I thought you told me you ficial who steadily refused to make
had had experience."
the traditional obeisance to the
New Cook Experience, it is? Sure, "chief" and got the alternative of makand wasn't I In a dosen places last ing it or being dismissed. In Germonth?"
many it is etiquette for a gentleman
a lady of his acquaintance in
RAGTIME AT HIS FUNERAL meeting
the Btreet to take off his hat to her be
fore she bows. In Anglo-SaxocounLouisville Barber Provides Funds to tries the reverse is
the practice, and
'
Make It Occasion of Jollity
an American woman would feel not a
and Feasting.
little astonishment, as well doubtless
sb some amusement, if she were
Basing his belief on the argument, brought up against one of her male
"The only weeping that should be done friends saluting her in' the German
over a man should be 'wept' at his fashion.
birth," Frederick O. Burghardt, barber, living at 211 South Shelby street,
has made his will, wherein he provides LOVE STORY
OF ARCHDUKE
funds for the hiring of a brass band to
play only ragtime tunes at his funeral, Ferdinand Charles Louis of Bavaria,
another sum of money for the serving
Wedded to Rosa Czuber, Enjoyof a lunch and accompanying drinks,
ing Peaceful Exile.
and an additional sum for his undertaker, who is to place him face down
The Archduke Ferdinand Charles
In the casket, that "he may rest com- Louis of Austria, scratched from the
fortably." His body he wants covered Almanach Gotha, scratched from the
with hyacinths and rosebuds.
army, deprived of all his titles, ranks
Burghardt does not look upon the and orders, is peacefully enjoying perpro visions of his will as being humor- fect love as an exile. He is now known
ous. On the contrary he declares he M. Ferdinand Berg, and is
painting on
Is so serious that he has frustrated the the borders of Lake
Lugano.
His fault was a gracious one, for
secretary of the Barbers' Aid to set
aside the benefits accruing to him to marry morganatically has become
from that organization for the pur- almost a habit in the Hapsbourg famposes outlined. Asked for the reaily. But this fault was aggravated by
son for his unusual desires, he said:
the fact that the marriage was cele
"I don't see anything unusual about brated without imperial authorization.
them. A will, as I understand it, genHis elder broth, the heir to the throne,
erally is the last wish of a man, and and the ducheresse of Hohenberg, who
If I cannot do as I wish, what is the were likewise separated by a great
use of making a will?
difference in station, were more adroit,
,
"For a number of years before be- and had taken into their play Madame
soming a barber," he continued, "I was Schrab, the mistress of Francis JoI saw so seph.
employed by undertakers.
n any dead persons that I became hardMadame Ferdinand Berg, nee Rosa
ened. I wondered why people cried at Czuber, has nothing with which to reFunerals, for I always have Insisted proach herself for having made conthat as we don't know whether the quest of the archduke in an official
dead person is happy or otherwise, his reception at Prague. The archduke
friends should not cry over him. I had immediately demanded her hand,
have witnessed the passing of fourteen but the severe Dr. Czuber made him
members of my family and while my wait five years.
It is only a question now of obfeelings were sorrowful, not a tear
have I shed. In fact, I cannot recall taining the pardon of the emperor
the time when I did cry. I have no Francis Joseph. The archduchesse
one in the world to whom I should Annonclade is employed to do this,
leave my little Insurance money and but it is feared all her efforts will reI think I ought to be allowed to do main unfruitful If she can not first
move the excellent Madame Schrab.
as I please."
Le Cri de Paris.
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AND ONE THAT IS PECULIARLY
HARD TO ACQUIRE.

English Soldiers Have Humorous Experiences With the "Ships of the
Desert" Animal's Obstinacy
Seemingly Unconquerable.

All that Is necessary, It Is claimed
by those Id a position to know, to become an exiert camel rider Is to get
the right tension on the reins, or rath-M- i
on the i
when the camel
trot a! ag at a perfectly uniform
alt, hour alter hour. If the reins are
Blackened the beast stops. When
they
sure pulled too hard he
goes the tastier. Experienced riders tie the reins
t the proper tension to the pommeml
bf the saddle and then settle themselves down to sleep, if they are so
blinded. The reputed docility of the
Camel Is said to be unmerited. He is
pimply stupid beyond all other beasts
.
bf burden.
He takes no heed of his rider, pays
I
bo attention whether he be on his
back or not, walks straight on when
bnoe he is set going, merely because
be Is too stupid to turn aside; and if
Anything tempts him out of the path
be continues to walk on in the new direction simply because he Is too dull
bo turn back into the
right path. To
Contend successfully
against the prodigious, persistent and Invariable stupidity constitute the whole art of camel riding.
Experts aver that nothing is more
amusing to the officer initiated into
the mysteries of camel riding and
driving than the sight of a recruit In
Ihe east fighting against the dullness
pf his camel.
It Is said to be a common sight of
the march In countries where the
British have employed the camel to come
cross a soldier standing, with a countenance of utter despair, by the side
bf a loaded but motionless
dromedary
razing up at the supercilious brute
With an expression of most
comical
helplessness.
The recruit has exhausted
every de-iUa no can invent to make the
beast understand what It ought to
do, but all in vain, and there the soldier stands, utterly
staggered and
dumfounded by such a miracle of
Generally the man Is too far
gone in hopeless bewilderment even to
use profanity. His
vocabulary has
has long since been exhausted.
It generally happens that the soldier has nothing with which to beat
the beast. He cannot reach
up to Its
body with his foot to kick 1L Pummel-n- g
with his fist has no appreciable ef-- t
upon the eamel; he might as well
imp the ground. So he is at his
wits' ends and his discomfiture
Is as
complete as it is ludicrous. As for
the camel, It stands there
exactly
w here It had
stopped, gazing into space
with a look of silly
loftiness, as If It
f;:w the north pole in the distance, and
with a complacency that would not be
Inappropriate were it viewing a vision
pt an angel.
.
That- It la foiifno-- O nnmi UJ. 1UJ dUllCS
obviously has no Interest for the ldl-otbeasL It never so much as winks
but simply stands in its tracks with
ts head high up in the air as If awaiting a revelation. There is nothing to
be done except to wait until
other camels come along and the
then to
tie Its nose to the tall of the last
"ship" in line.
Plea for Proper Education.
The sight of the hind legs of the
animal in front of It
Sir John Gorst is trying to rouse
moving and the
tension of the airing on Its own nos- the British mind to a sense of the futrils are the only hints it can under-btan- tilityeven to the vlclousness of an
educational system which bears small
Harper's Weekly.
relationship to the practical needs of
the time. His Indictment Is not lackNew Orange.
ing In directness. "A starved and
The Lue Gim Gong is a new
orange, stunted race," be says, "is being aloriginated by a Chinese fruit grower lowed to grow up as a legacy for the
tof De Land, STa.
to a next generation to deal with, for In
riter in Country According
Life In America. most elementary schools children are
hls new variety is going to revolution- only drilled, not educated." Again,
ise orange growing throughout that "The higher and university schools
jpart of the country. It is declared that are still fettered by mediaeval systems
he fruit has been known to
hang which makes the acquisition of learnton the tree for
one, two, or even ing to be produced at examinations
three years, and that the tree bears the main work of the students." It
rwell even when it Is still
carrying the would seem that our American syscrop of the previous year. This is tem Is not the only one which needs
toot true of most other
varieties. It overhauling.
y.

-
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Strawberries Every Month.
strawberry plant, imported from
Siberia last spring by Edward Dixon
of Forest Grove, Ore., hears fruit every
month in the year, the berries being
white In color when fully ripe. The
berries are not so large as the Oregon
berry. The flavor resembles that of a
pineapple.
Blossoms and fruit are found on the
plant every week in the year; however the best season for bearing Is
from August 1 until about the end of
the year.
The berries hang in clusters on a
long, slender stem. Each plant has
several stems on which the fruit grow.
The stems with leaves bear no fruit
Instead of propagating new plants
from runners, as is the case of native
strawberries, in this species the parent plant is broken up, the several
stems are separated and
New
York
planted
individually.
World.
A

fruit-bearin- g

CHAS. LEWIS

Zulla.

that no matter what
class of animal is brought to Jerei
It

TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home.

de la Frontera, Spain, in two genera
tions it acquires remarkable toughness and endurance. This Is attributed

Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
603 LINCOLN

WILL DOLL BUILDING

RETAIL PRICES
2.000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
1,008 Ike. to tOOt lbs, Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,00s lbs Eaot, Delivery
60 lbs. to 200 lbs. Each Delivery
Lest Than 50 lbs. Each Delivery

'.

20a
28c
30c
. 40c
50c

per 10t Ibe.
per 100

per
per
per

100

IN

lb.
lb.
Iba.

100 Iba.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, StoreYs and Distributors of Natural ice, the Purity
and I. otitis: Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
p tmous
Office 7"1 Doug-laAvenue.

any

ouio,

Is stated

partly to the climate, but principal!
to their feeding on a rich, wild clov
er called "zulla," found only In the
province of Cadiz, which people there
say is the finest food in the worlc
for horses.
The zulla Is very rich in sustenance
and grows to three or four feet ir
height, and with more luxuriance in
chalky, clayey soil, such as Is found
here in the vineyards which produce
the famous Jerez wine or sherry. 11
is never sown or cultivated, aa 11
seems to grow best wild.

MONDAY. FEBRUARY

5, 1912.

BROUGHT DOWN TWO VICTIMS
i

But the Deer Hunter Get Surprise of
... ....
...
..
n is aute
wnen nt exam

THE LOBBY

T5he

Optic

Ined Them.

One of the best hunting stories of
the season comes from northern Wisconsin, where a prominent resident
of Phillips, accompanied by a friend,
slipped out of town one evening two
days in advance of the legal opening
day of the season for killing deer.
His object was to hunt deer at night
by the air of a strong reflector dark
lantern. He succeeded In a way far
beyond his most optimistic hopes in
killing something, but his overwhelming surprise on first viewing the
"game" may be better Imagined than
written, and his language was horrid.
He drove his own team of horses,
valued at $600, and some distance
from town he turned into an abandoned logging road, traversing it for
several miles. Then he tied up the
team and prowled about In the woods
for half an hour with his light
Suddenly he heard a snort, and the
light revealed a pair of glaring eyea
from some animal a short distance
away. In his excitement he handed
the light to his friend and banged at
the eyes. Down tumbled the animal,
and instantly there was a commotion
in the same spot, and the light revealed another pair of glaring eyes.
The hunter quickly fired and the second animal dropped.
The hunters rushed forward with
their light, and to their dismay found
that both their horses were shot and
killed.
They had circled about and
confronted the team in their
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of Goyaz.

Newspapers Just received from Rio

de Janeiro show symptoms of excitement over reports of the recent discovery of a great diamond field in
the state of Goyaz, republic of Brazil, in a little stream called the Gar-caone of the minor affluents of the
Araguaya, which flows north toward
the Amazon. The state of Goyaz is
directly west of the state of Bahla
and lies near the center of Brazil. It
is a wild and thinly settled region,

the scant population about the
mond fields being composed of

dia-
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at Masonic

TemM. R.
P. A.

ing neighbors are especially
come and cordially invited.

wel-

DENTISTS.

Brinegar, Secretary.
It

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

Wanted
Hoom

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Grand avenue.

RANSFORD

girl,

403

4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phoae
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS

Mesa land or relinquish-meats- ,
HUNKER & HUNKER
must be well located, will
Ceo. H. Hunker
Cheater A. Hunker
also consider buying second hand
1,
NO.
Attorneys at Law.
farm tools and implements. Adress EL DORADO LODGE
New Mexlee.
KNIGHT8 OF PYTHIAS Meets Las Vegas,
J. R. K., care Optic.
every Monday eve
ning in Castle Hall.
PHYSICIANS
Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially

Help Wanted

WANTED Girl for general housef
work. Apply 1102 Eighth street.

For Rent
Or trade for team, One
Spanish jack, 6 years old. Clyde
Duvall, Watrous, N. M.

dians.

ALWAYS

OBTAINABLE

ple, at 7:30 p. m.
Williams, H. P.;

FOR SALE

In-

Ui

AND

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & B. P. o. ELKS Meets second aae)
fourth Tuesday evening of eaek
comA. M. Regular
Vurittn
month at O. R. C. halt
munication first and
are cordially Invited. Gee
brothers
third Thursday in each
H. Hunker. Exalted Ruler; D. W.
month. Visiting brothCondon, Secretary.
ers cordially Invited

month

BRAZIL

By New Discovery
In the State

All KANT

CLASSIFIED
AD"GP
N. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray.
TISEMENT6
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
civ. cants per line each Insertion Secretary.
NO. 804. Meets second and fourth
.tlmate ala ordinary words to a
in O. R. C. haH. Pionees
Thursday
NO.
2,
LAS
VEGAS
COMMANDER
Y,
Hk
No ad to occupy less spaeethan
building.
Visiting members are cor
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
wo line.
Ali advertisement
eharg-- d
W. R. Tipton, G. K. ,
invited.
Tuea-Kadially
conclave second
will be booked at space actually
P.
E.
Mackrl, F. S.
day In each month at Ma"i. without regard to number of
U.
C.
orde
Cash In advance preferred. sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Boucher, S. C; Chaa. Tanrme. Re
Meet In the forest of brotherly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the WoriS
halt on the second and fourth FriLA8 VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each montlj at 8 p. m. C. Claj
convoca
MA SON 8 Regular
ARCH
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visain
each
tion first Monday

WANTED

Excitement Caused
of Great Field

GOODS

SOCIETY AND

COLUMN

Dining
Railroad avenue.

IN

BEST

CHAPMAN

WANTED

DIAMONDS

THE

WANT

ram-Ming- s.

MORE

SHORT
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ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER

E. Liebsoh- nler, Cha n c e 1 o r
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In Rushing Boston.
A piece of flannel dampened with
He stood in the thickest of the rush Chamberlain's
Liniment and bound on
at Park street subway station, tall, to the affected parts is superior
to any
Difference of Decree.
lean, lank typical comical supple- plaster. When troubled with lame
"What Is the difference," asked 8 ment ruralite, even to the "comfort- back or pains in the side or chest
beard. give it a trial and you are certain to
dear and trusting sister of Deacon able handful" of tobacco-staine- d
Philander of Osborne the other day, By him surged the 6:30 crush of the be more than pleased with the prompt
"between the probate judge and the homeward bound. Jostled, elbowed, relief which it affords. Sold by all
district Judge?"
squeezed and trampled, he worked his druggists.
"Well," replied old Philander, with way to the rim of the crush. Wiping
If you want to get the want you
one of bis rare smiles, "you tell the his perspiring brow he exclaimed:
probate judge you can't live without "Gosh! Wher'd they all come from? want to get, you want to get your
her and you tell the district Judge Where be they goln'T And, why In want In a want getter. The Optic
you cant live with her." New Or tunket don't they get tharr Boston wants yon to get the want you want
Post.
leans Picayune.
to get. Try the ' Want Ada- - and see.

D.

Physlciai. and Surgeon
I treat all kinds of diseases, but
Commander. Harry
nose and
a
Martin, Keeper of make specialty of eye, ear,
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records and Seal.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Vegas 342.
506
Office:
Grand Avenue.
NO
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
705 Sixth Street
Residence:
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
LOCAL TIME CARD
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
EA8T BOUND
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Arrive
Depart
1

The news of this find has already, it
is said, brought to the diamond counFOR RENT Nicely furnished front
try a thousand eager "garimpelros"
room, electric
624
lights, bath.
The first finds
(diamond hunters).
Main street.
in the field indicate that the stream
of Garcas contains prodigious riches
which may be secured without ex- FOR
RENT Housekeeping rooms,
treme labor. The exact location and
first floor, electric lights, telephone. J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 545,
course of this stream are scarcely
508 Man avenue.
I. O. of B B.
Meets every first
known, as it appears on few maps.
The states that are even within three
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
or four hundred miles of the field FOR, RENT Four room cottage, part
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
ly furnished, chicken house, barn,
are now interested in exploring their
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
7
own rivers in the hope of finding like
acres, partly under ditch, suit
Isaac Appel,
rordilly Invited
diamond deposits.
able for chicken ranch or small
Charles Greenclay, SecPresident;
dairy. On car line. Rent cheap for
retary.
ne year. Call 417 Eighth street,
But In Her Case-WoFast
La
Vegas.
wit readily adapts Itself
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
to all places and all occasions. A
woman
Meet in Fraternal
lecturer was delivering a FOR RENT 2 room furnished house
Brotherhood
921 Lincoln avenue.
A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
hall.
practical talk on beauty and the
beauty cult for the entertainment of
Flint, chief of records and 'Collector
the Woman's Professional league of FOR RENT--Nice- ly
of wampum. Visiting brother
furnished room
New York at an Interesting session
6.10 Twelfth street
welcome.
one afternoon.
In the course of her lecture the
speaker emphasized the point that certain measurements were fundamentally important
Unhappily, however,
the lecturer herself had a form if FOR SALE Furniture, cheap. 1104
her unusual bulk could be dignified by
uougias avenue.
5t
such a term that was fashioned on
anything but the lines of the Keller-man- FOR SALE A 1900
gravity washer
type
and wringer, almost new. Call 926
with
her
dissertation on
Proceeding
Fourth stret
measurements, she held up a very fat
round wrist, and said: "Now, twice
around my wrist once around my
HOW MANY TIMES
throat. Twice around my throat, once
Have you wished you had a good
around my waist Twice around my
waist
likeness of some near dear relative
"Once around Central Park!" ex- a
portrait that was a true likenea
ploded an Irrepressible young thing with
every characteristic line and a
out in the audience, and the storm of
natural
expression. In our potiai
laughter that followed was altogether
work we study our subject get the
Immeasurable. Sunday Magazine.
proper pose and light, that's why our
work Is artistic. Waterman's Portrait
Something Missing.
Studio on the Plaza.
Life guards at a Jersey seaside resort tell with great glee of an incident
HE KNEW IT ALL
that happened there last summer. A
Who? Why the man who purchased
German, with his boy of ten, was
standing at the rail of one of the piers, a World Almanac. This book contains
quite at the end thereof, when sudden- information on every subject of interly the youngster toppled through into est. It is a regular
encyclo
the water. As no life guards were out paedla of Information. Tou can
find
that far at the time a well dressed
in Its contents from batting
everything
on
the pier, without
young collegian
to college yells with census
waiting to divest himself of shoes or averoges
clothing, jumped in and after battling reports and statistics. The Bally Curio
with the waves for some minutes got store has Just received the new issue.
the
boy to the beach. In Price 35 cents.
the meantime the father had hastened
from the pier.
AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
The parent, however, bore himself Is sweeping over the town. Old and
with great coolness. As the rescuer young alike are affected, and the
placed the dripping lad at his parent's strain is particularly hard on little
children and on elderly people. Foley's
feet, the German calmly Inquired:
is a quick
Honey and Tar
"Many tanks, but vot haf you done safe and reliableCompound
cure for all coughs
hia
hat?"
mjt
and colds. Contains no opiates. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.

H. W. HOUF, D. O., M.

Chas.

I.

No.
No.
No.
No.

2
4

8
10

9:10
11:05
1:16
1:45

p. m.

p m
a. m
p. m

9:16
11:10
1:25
2:10

p. m
p. m
a. m

1:45
6:15
4:50
7:00

p. m
p. m.
p. m
p. m

p. m

WE8T BOUND
No. 1
No. 3
No. 7
No. 9

1:20
6:10
4:40
6:35

p. m

a. m
p. m
p. m

First La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
That was the case with Mrs. W. S.
Bailey, McCreary, Ky. 'My wife waa
taken down with a sever attack of
which run into bronchitis. She
coughed as though she had consumption and could not sleep at night The
first bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Compound gave her so much relief
1.
Meets every Monday evening at that she continued esing it until she
their haH on Sixth street All visit- was permanently cured." O. G. Schae-fand Red Cross Drug Co.
ing brethren cordially Invited to attend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. GX;
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, case of kidney or bladder trouble not
the reach of medicine. No
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; beyond
medicine can do more. O. G. Schae-fe- r
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
er

Crystal Ice Co
Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

ANT Ads

Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among al1
the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to. sell is WORTH MOST to some-on- e
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
of those who MIGHT BUY

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

V
LA8

GOVERNOR NAMES
CHILD WELFARE
DAY
FEBRUARY 17 WILL BE
DEVOTED
TO THOUGHT A NO

EFFORT

ON CHILDREN'S NEEDS.

Therefore, In order to brine the
subject officially before the people of
New Mexico, and In compliance with
tbe rSMsat of the National Congress
of Mothers, 1, Wilhmm C. McDonald,
governor of the state of New Mexico,
do hereby designate and proclaim
Saturday, February 17, A. D. 1912, as
Child Welfare Day In the state of New
Mexico, and I earnestly recommend
that every citizen of New Mexico
shall o ntha tday give some thought
and effort to the needs of the chil
dren, who are far more valuable than
all other resources, in order that we
may promote and advance better opportunities for them and bring out the
best that Is within them. I recommend
that child welfare work be conscientiously taken up by the people of our
new state. Let us look to the welfare
on the children, physical, mental and
moral and aid them toward a strong
and independent manhood and wo

BANK

IN

THE

VEGAS DAILY

PHILPPINES

FOR 1911

During the period from October 1,
1SU8 to May 23.
1911, the Agricultural

There was an extraordinary d
msnd In the east and south, character
"i me fmuppines made 166 istlc of the Christmas holiday season
loans, advancing in all 498,600 pesos for quarters and half dollars of th
(124 9,300).
1911 issue.
No person or
corporation can borWashington treasury officials wer
row less than S25
gold, nor mora than unable to determine whether the de$12,600 from the bank.
The rate of mand was produced by a desire ot
Interest charged Is 10 per cent per
people to make small presents to
annum, and the maximum period for their friends In new
money or a wish
wlhch a loan may be made Is ten
of the banks to advertise to their
years.
patrons that they were distributing
Of the 674 applications
received, 1911 coins. There is always a strong
31 1 were
refused because title was desentiment In favor of new
fective or applicant had no UUe what- public
money.
ever (In all cases where the
applicant's
Because of this strong demand,
defective title could be perfected he which was
probably 20 per cent largwas given Instructions as to how to do
er than ever before, word was sent
so), 101 applicants were refused beneed make no more applications
cause of the amounts requested being they
for new quartan and halves coined
out of proportion to the value of the at
the Philadelphia mint, as that
security offered, 67 have been withhad more orders than It
drawn by the applicants, 10 have been could care for.
reiused as the loans requested were
There is piled up In the treasury
for other than nftiRuiimai
,ffp(nl,,,a.i y- ui yucco, office a total of $17,600,000 In these
13 have been acted on
favorably, but
of various dates, and
are awaiting signature to and regis- denominations
the mint bureau does not want to intration of mortgage, and 16 are In the crease that amount
hands of various provincial boards for
appraisement of the value of the seWELL! WELL! WELL!
curity offered.
the average person who
About a year ago the bank com- Ejaculates
Into the shop windows,
gazes
passing
municated with the provincial officials
throughout the islands with a view Sabino Lujan always has an attractive
to obtaining Information as to why display of jewelry, watches, cut glass.
requests for loans were not more etc. There is always something about.
numerous, and the replies received the place that causes people to stop
were, without exception, to the effect and
them to enter. The store
that the people possessed neither Is a impels for the
magnet
discriminating
roy.il nor Torrent titles and that th
Sabino
purchaser.
jeweler,
Lujan,
requirements for securing good titles
were so complicated and expensive optician, watchmaker. Rridge street
that the people would not attempt
to secure them. Recently, however, a
system has been inaugurated by ths
THE CHILDREN
government to aid tbe people in ac-ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS
quiring Torrens titles, but the system
has not been In effect sufficiently long
QUICK - SAFE - RELIABLE
to show any appreciable results.
NO OPIATES NO NARCOTICS

Call for Republican Convention
the State of New Mexico

j

'

l

high-minde-

.

;y

FOR

FOLEY'S

HONEY and TAR

COMPOUND
quiMy into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, or
PNEUMONIA which often means a sud
den fatality.
Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always in the
house and give at first sign of a cold.
Refuse substitutes.
SCHAEFER
Red Cross Drug Co.
O

G

'

1

"FORT"

Canned
Vegetables

Delicious
as
The Fresh
From the
Garden

and
Preserved Fruits

AND

for

Pursuant to the n lulrements of
the call made by the republican national committee on Decern.bei 12,
1911, for a republican national convention to be held In the city of Chicago in the state of Illinois, at 12
o'clock non on Ttiesday, June 18,
1912, for the purpose of nominating
candidates for president and vice
president to be voted for at the presidential election on Tuesday, November, 5, 1912, and for the transaction
of such other business as may come
before, It the republican central committee of the state of New Mexico assembled at Santa Fe on this 26th day
of January, 1912, hereby calls for the
holding of a convention of the re-- j
publican party of the state of New;
Mexico, to be held In the city of Santa
Fe, state of New Mexico, at 2 o'clock
on Friday, the eighth day of March,
A. D., 1912 for tbe purpose of select
ing eight delegates and eight alternates to represent the republican parstate of New Mexico In tht
ty p
8ftld nat,onftl convention called to be
hted at Chicago on the 18th day of

'

J

5, 1912.

How to cure a cold is a question in
which many are interested Just now.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
won Its great reputation and immense
sale by Its remarkable cure of colds.
It can always be depended upon. For
sale by all druggists.

COINS

Clamor for New Quarters snd Halve
Greater Than Uncle Sam Was
Able to Supply.

Showing.

Santa Fe. N. M., Feb. 5.- -A
proclamation wag issued
yesterday by the
governor setting aside February 17
as child Welfare Day. The
object of
the day is that "every citizen
may
give some thought and effort to the
needs of children." The
day will be
observed lit every state in the Union
if the National
Congress of Mothers manhood.
and Farent-Teacherassociation can
Done at the executive office, this,
persuade the governors of the states
the second day of February A. P.
to set aside the
day by proclama. 191:
W:tnej ny hand and Uic : rent
tion.
leal of t:;c state of New Mexio.
Following is the governor s proclaWILLIAM C. M'DO , I
mation:
f
ei 111
Conservation in ,ccent years has rV
AV OVtO I I'CERO,
become the watchword of the AmeriSecretary of New Mexico.
can people. A nation-wid- e
protest
Hearing in Owens Contest.
has swept over the land
against the
District Judge E. Clarence Abbott
wanton waste and dissipation of our
rtern
" the
magnificent natura. resources and n
01 tne
is needless to say that this camDaiim
re"n''ary motion in
ine quo warranto proceedings of O.
Is producing splendid
results. Now L. Owen
against George H. Van Stone
comes the National
Congress of for the office of a state
corioral(on
Mothers, an organization of
commissioner.
noble women, and asks for
the conservation of the child life.
CARELESS ABOUT APPENDIAll intelligent men and women
will
CITIS IN LAS VEGAS
agree that upon the moral and physi
Many Las Vegas people have stom
cal welfare of the child depends the ach or
bowel trouble which Is likely
future prosperity of the nation. If to
turn into appendicitis. If you have
It is important to conserve our
mines, cosstipatlon. sour stomach: or gas
our forests, streams and
agricultural on the stomach, try simple buckthorn
lands, it is infinitely more important
bark, glycerine, etc., as compoundod
to conserve the mites of
humanity by Adler-i-ka- ,
the new German apNatives Taught How to Farm.
who are destined to
receive, use and pendicitis remedy. The Red Cross
Natives of Santo Domingo, along the
care for these resources in the
years Drug Co. states that A SINGLE Haitlen frontier, who for centuries
to come; if it is important to
pracDOSE of this simple remedy relieves have planted their crops by simply
tice conservation, efficiency and econpunching holes In the hard earth,
bowel or stomach trouble almost
omy In all departments of human serplacing the seed and trusting to luck
that It would thrive, have, under the
vice, it is vastly more Important to
of I. E. Beall, a customs inguidance
practice these principles In their re
WANTED
with the
spector, and In
lation to the youth of today by
clean cotton rags at thla United States agricultural department,
giving
Large,
careful attention to the needs, physi- office, for which we will
pay 5 cents began the cultivation of their farms In
cal, mental and moral.
a civilized fashion.
per pound.
s'

BIG DEMAND

Agricultural Institution Established
There Has Made a Remarkably
Good

OPTIC, MONDAY. FEBRUARY

HUNTS

SUPREME

Canned
Frails
and
Berries

and
The Orchard

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

Order These Brands And You will be
Delighted With Their

Flavor and Quality

the state of New Mexico to be held mitted in
writing, setting forth the
on March 8, 1912, from the several grounds of
contest, which must bo
counties of the state shall be as fol- filed with the
secretary of the state
lows:
central committee at least three days
Bernalillo
ig before the meeting of the state con
Chavez
7 vention.
Colfax
17
All county conventions must be held
4 not later than the 4th
Curry
day of March,
Dona Ana
14 1912.
5
Eddy
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,
Grant
,Iune- u
Chairman.
The republican central committees Guadalupe
n HERBERT W. CLARK,
8
of tbe various counties of the state Lincoln
Secretary.
4
are by this committee requested and Luna
c
directed to issue a call for the hold- MoKInley
A MONTH HAS PASSED
15
A whole month of the new year has
ing of a county convention of the re Mora
6
publican party in the respective coun- Otero
passed. Have you started that account
ties upon such notice and date as they Quay
9 for yourself or your little
son 0
20 daughter?
may deem expedient for the purpose of Rio Arriba
If not, you have still 11
4 months In which to save.
electing delegates to the state conven- Roosevelt
The First
tion to be held on the 8th day of Sandoval
$ National Bank offers an admirable op5
March, 1912, as aforesaid, and which San Juan
portunity for accumulating savings.
the basis of representation shall be San Miguel
30 Your account solicited.
one delegate for each one hundred Santa Fe
is
votes or more, cast for the republican Sierra
Read The Optic
c
voes or more, cast for the republican Socorro
22
candidate for governor of the state Taos
14
of New Mexico at the late election Torrance
PILLS
10 CHICHESTER
held on the 7th day of November, Union
14
nmm J u r vn
mimmwwm
1911, and one delegate at large from Valencia
ii m in ne bmu
19
boxes, sealed with Blue Rtbbna. V
each county in addition upon which
Take
W, i cijfl JuKteb si
llmol.l ether.
DIAMOND BRAND
basis the representation in the state
Total
..305
AH notices of contest shall be sub
convention of the republican party of
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

S

ft?

,

!
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THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater
NEW MEXICO

THE OPTIC IS

For a Greater
LAS VEGAS

THE HOflE PAPER

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
M, M,

PADGETT, Editor,
Sane Conservative And Well Edited.
The Optic is the Best
Day in a Town of This
Size in The Southwest

Subscribe for the Optic
and get the News.
Advertise in the Optic
get the Business

f

1
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LAI VtQAft DAILY

Sugar. Steady.

Our prices as published on canned goods will hold good, unless
there is another sharp advance.
always give you the benefit of any decline.

IKE DAVIS

o

193 or Main 194.

Main

"HEINZ"

Spiced
Salad Vinegar
DISTILLED
:

i

!

n

delicately spiced and flavored sweef Vinegar especially
desirable for use with Salads containing Fruits and Nuts
A

be used either with or

To

without Olive Oil or other

Seasonings.

50c PER QUART BOTTLE

J.

H. STEARNS

.

I
I

GROCER

The Home of Quality
!

We

i

have the very choicest Beef, Pork, Mutton, Veal, Lard,
Sauages all kinds Pickles and Kraut. Mince Meat.

AT

THE CRAAFcEHAYWARD CO

STORE
We

Always Hare The Best of Everything Eatable.

BOY FOUND UNCONSCIOUS

at the lumber plant with his
father until he disappeared, had previously been paroled from the reform
school and had reported regularly as
required by the terms of his parole
to Chief of Police McMillin every Sat
urday until his parole expired two
weeks ago. So far as known his be
havior was excellent during that time
but the labor at the lumber mill evi
dently became irksome and he deter
mined to seek pastures new, with dig
aatrous results. The parents of the
boy were much worried by bis disappearance and were greatly relieved
yesterday to hear that he was safe,
although not in the best of health. It
is safe to presume also that Gus wil
be as glad to get back home as his
parentis wfl be to see him.
Chief of Police McMillin late last
night received a telegram signed by
P. J. Dugan, marshal of Gallup, stat
ing that the runaway boy wag in a
hospital tihere and would be able to
return hpmp yin about a week.
boy

Albuquerque, N. M. Feb. 5. Gus
Wiedmann, 16 years old, son of John
Wiedmann, of 826 Mountain Road, an
employe of the American Lumber
company mills, was found by two Santa Fe firemen yesterday morning at
Gallup, unconscious, on the tender of
passenthe engine pulling
ger train No. 2. The luckless lad,
who ran away from home a week ago,
bound for California, had evidently
suffered severely from cold, exposure
and hunger, and was immediately
to the hospital by the city authorities at Gallup and his family
were wired here, the father being sick
in bed when the message came. A
ticket was immediately wired to Gal-uand if the boy is sufficiently recovered to travel, he will be brought
Wlien ressuscltated,
home tonight.
fed and warmed at the Gallup hospital,
the boy said he had had nothing to
eat for two days and was badly used
up by the strenuous experience of
beating his way, being badly bruised
and shaken up as well as famished
and half frozen.
Wiedmann, who worked as a water
east-boun-

tak-ene- n

p

The regular weekly meeting of the
The Bast Las Vegas fire depart men t
its regular business meeting Fraternal brotherhood will be held
this evening in the city hall. After this evening In the lodge rooms in the
the business of the evening has been O. R. C. hall. A large attendance is
wiH
be desired.
transacted
refreshments
served.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourDor,
The advance sale of tickets to the
ai the Opera Bar.
E. Romero firemen's annual WashAccompanied by members of the
ball is large. The
Finch a Golden Wedding Rye. aged family, the body of Mrs. Bmily Pierce, ington's birthday
firemen
are
say
they
prepared to acIn the wood.
Direct from distiller; formerly of Las Vegas, who died Satcrowd. They wiil
a
commodate
large
in
to you. At the Lobby, of course
urday morning at the Pierce home
install a large, number of extra chairs
Clovis, will arrive in Las Vegas toin the opera house in order that all
tomeet
will
The Friendship club will
morrow afternoon. The funeral
morrow afternoon at 2:30 with Mrs. occur Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 of their guests may secure Beats.
A. L. Shaffer, 911 Tilden avenue.
o'clock from the home of Mrs. Pierce's
Harriet Eulalie, the
daughter, Mrs. Arthur Langston, 722
Pablo L. y Garcia applied Saturday Grand avenue. Mrs. Pierce was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George L.
at the court house for $2 as bounty wife of James H. Pierce, who formerly Swearingin was baptized yesterday
morning at St. Paul's Memorial Epison a coyote killed by him recently was in the
employ of the Santa Fe in copal church. Dr. and Mrs. E. B.
near Manuelitae.
Mr.
car
as
a
Las Vegas
inspector.
Shaw and Mrs. F. M. Martin were
and Mrs. Pierce and family went to the child's God
parents.
The regular monthly meeting of the Clovis about three years and a half
board of directors of the Los Vegas ago, having lived in Las Vegas for
Hunters, have you licenses for
Hospital will be held tomorrow after- 26 years previous to that time. Mrs. 1912?
Deputy Game Warden Ludwig
noon at 2:30 o'clock at the hospital.
Pierce is survived by her husband, William Ilfeld says all licenses exLang-stothree daughters, Mrs. Arthur
pired wth New Year's day, and it is
For this month only we will sell all
of this city, Mrs. Louis Tripp of necessary to procure new ones if the
the latest popular 25 cent music s'x Clovis, and Miss Alice Pierce, of Clolaw is to be observed. He has a nice
We are agents for ine
for $1.00.
vis, and a son, Floyd Pierce, also a assortment of blank licenses at his
The
McKinley 10 cent music.
resident of Clovis.
store on Bridge street which he will
Romero Book and Stationery
be glad to fill out at any time. He
Co., Bridge street, Las Vegas, N. M.
According to the latest word receiv- will guarantee the beauty of the penThe regular weekly meeting of the ed from Owensboro, Ky., F. H. Pierce, manship. Seriously speaking all hunLadies' Guild of St. Paul's Memorial secretary of the Agua Pura company ters must procure licenses before
Episcopal church will be held tomor- and trustee of the; Camfleld Develop they go after game if they wish to
row afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the ment company, who for several weeks avoid arrest.
home of Mrs. John Rabbins, 926 Na- has been seriously ill, is improvCupid vsas a busy youngster this
tional avenue.
ing rapidly. His physicians have stat
ed that he is well on the road to re morning and brought six couples to
Mr. Pierce was threatened the court house to purchase marriage
The board of directors of the Y. M. covery.
C. A. will hold its regular monthly with penumonia while in La Junta licenses. Those who secured permismeeting tomorrow evening at the as- about a month ago and was taken to sion to be joined In wedlock were:
sociation building. Business of Im- Owenaboro, the former home of Mrs. Teodora Vigil, 16, San Miguel, and
portance will be brought before the Pierct, in the hope that the lower Epitaclo Arellanes, 19 Cerrito; Irena
meeting and a large attendance is de altitude would be beneficial, but the Gallegos, 21, Las Vegas, and Alejansired.
trip brought on a relapse and for some dro Roberto Lopez, 24, Los Viglles;
time after his arrival there his condi- Eufracio Garcia, 26, and Franslcqui-t- a
Rev. J. Wilburn Rose, formerly pas- tion was critical. However, about a
Gutierrez, 19, both of Las Venta-nas- ;
tor of the First Christian church of week ago it was reported that he was
Maria Marcos Gallegos, 22, and
Las Vegas, was a visitor in the Mead- improving rapirly and all telegrams Jose Dionicio Bustamente, Jkoth of
ow City yesterday and addressed the since that date have indicated im- Puertecito; Jesusita M. Florez, 42,
Sunday school yesterday morning. Mr. provement in the condition of the pa and Jose Pedro Martinez, 58, both
Rose is state Bible superintendent of tient. The news of Mr. Pierce's im- of San Joe; Fidelma Silva, 17, and
the Christian church.
provement is welcome to his many Juan Abenicio Galhssos, 18, both of
friends who have been waiting anxi- East Las Vegas.
Miss Minnie Thompson, proprietor
ously for the time when he would pass
of the Thompson Curio stone, received the crisis and be out of danger.
GEORGE AR NOT RE8IGN8
word Saturday from Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 5. George
of the death of her brother, John E.
manager for many years of the
Arnot,
Clarence Elwood Lewis died yesterThompson, who passed away Satur
Albuquerque house of Grose, Kelly and
1
afternoon at o'clock at the home
day morning. Owing to the great dis day
company, one of New Mexico's largest
tance and tihe short time Miss Thomp- of his sister, Mrs. H. C. Young, 1044 wholesale concerns, with headquarters
son did not go east to attend the fun Fourth street Mr. Lewis 'had been in at Las Vegas and branch establishLas Vegas for a year, living at the
eral.
ments at Trinidad, Colo., Tucumcari
home of his sirter. Though he came
Santa Rosa and this city, has resignto New Mexico for his health, he was
ed the local managership, in order to
According to the report of the libra
rian of the Carnegie library for Jau-uar- not seriously ill until last Wednesday take active charge of the wool and
15 bound volumes were placed at which time his condition became hide business of the company, which
on the shelves, during the month by critical. Lewis was a native of Ohio is one of its most extensive branches.
came to New Mexico from Daygift At the first of the year the num- and
This part of the company's business
ber of books in the library was 7,269 ton, where his parents, wife and fam- is exiected to be increased and exHe
and with the addition of 15 the num ily live. He was 40 years old.
tended under the personal direction
ber of volumes at the present time was a machinist by occupation and of Mr. Arnot, who is perhaps the best
s 7,284. The number of daily popers worked at the trade until he came
man in New Mexico concernMr. Lewis is survived by a posted
on the tables of the reading rooms at west.
the wool industry and trading in
ing
the present time is four; weekly pe- wife and four children, a mother ano hides and pelts.
riodicals and five monthly periodicals father, Mr. and Mrs, J. B. Lewis, five
The change is made to give Mr.
nine. During the month of January brothers and a sister, all residents of Arnot the time necessary to devote to
Dayton, O., and a sister, Mrs. H. C.
24 cards were issued to new
the branch of the business mentioned.
patrons.
In the past month 1,176 books were Young, with whom he lived in Las Ve- He will continue as a director of the
gas. The body will be sent to Ohio
loaned and 1,805 persons used the
Gross,
Kelly company and will still
this evening, accompanied by Mrs.
make his home here. Wilmot H.
C.
J.
Jahnsen
Young.
and Son preBooth, assistant manager of the compared the body for shipment.
pany, will continue in this position,
while H. W. Kelly, president of the
Owing to the heavy storms which
company, with resdence at Las Vegas,
swept across Kansas from the north will devote considerable
CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY
personal at
all of the Santa Fe trains from the
tention to the Albuquerque house as
east pulled into Las Vegas yesterday
TO LAUNDRY DAY
well as the one at Las Vegas.
several hours late. Both sections of
Mr. Arnot expects to leave shortly
the California Limited were a little
for a visit of about two weeks in Los
late, though they were not caught in
where his family now is, the
the worst of the blizzard. Train No. Angeles,
in the nature of a vacation.
If you make it
1 did not arrive until after 5 o'oclock trip being
yesterday evening and No. 7 was two
Mrs. Rebecca Flint of Las Vegas and
hours late. Train No. d, the fast mail
her sou, Dr. J. L. Flint, of Watrous,
LAS VEGAS STEAM
train, was dCayed four hours, and did who have been In California on an exnot get into Las Vegas until about
LAUNDRY DAY
tended trip, are expected to return to
10:15 o'clock last night. Both sections
Las Vegas this evening.
of No. 3 this morning were two hours
late and No. 1 was scheduled to arrive
you'll never go back to the
late this afternoon with the other
trains running a short time behind
way.
schedule. As in the blizzard of several weeks ago when trains were running from six to 24 hours late, Las
TRY US ONCE.
Vegas escaped with only the tail end
of the storm and the passengers, after
PHONE NOV-traveling through the Btorms in Kansas, were treated to a pleasant surprise by the bright New Mexico sunshine yesterday and today.
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news.

Our new Regal Shoes for this
No smaiter footwear has
ever been seen in this town. And
their trim custom styles are not
their only exclusive feature.
season.

REGAL
SHOES

f

torn

(P

$5W

give you the samr perfect fit and comfort as
shoes because they are made in quarter-size- s
just
double the number of fittings found in other shoes.
We have a wide variety of styles in these new Rega!
models, and can suit your taste perfectly.
made-to-measu-

re

GREENBERGER

LET

us tell you About
our low Fiat Rate

Window Lighting. You pay
big rent for that small space
in your Window, let it bring
you good returns by having
it well lighted.
Customer

W. P. Southar

Las Vegas Light & Power Co,
Jefferson Raynolds President
Hal'ett Raynolds Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

Davis Vice President

H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Undividrd Profits $35,000

bank adopts every desirable method of modern
While this
it never loses sight of that essential quality! Absolute Safety.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits

COAL AND WOOD

ed

NUT
SUGARITE LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

UE

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

Our city will soon be
for
Fire Insurance. Our rates will depend
on the condition our city presents.
It's time to get busy. Remove conflagration breeders.
CUTLER BROTHERS,
614 Lincoln Ave.
Tel. Main 124.

Don't overlook ordering your flowers for the Reception.

hare enough orders already to indicate that the
I wearing of flowers is going to be quite the thing.
tea
so it's obriously up to you to get your order
mm
We

PERRY ONION & SON

Phone M.in 462

of Mm.

Qm Ylfm

C ON O ON

"K""

If it may be termed a science

"PURE

U

Jams and Preserves

--

in so as not to be disappointed

F

"TERHDELL"

.

507 Sizlb Slrtel

The Optic prints all

'

OCAL NEWS

Butter and Eggs declining.
Canned Tomatoes and Pes, advancing.

Telephone

'

5. 1912.

will hold

Market Report

We will

o'pTIC. MONDAY, FEBRUARY

'

BOUCHER

The

Science of
Selling

Farms

must

include

a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number

of prospective buyers.
class in

To reach this

the southwest use the

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

THE COFFEE MAN

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

